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This responds to your request under the Freedom of Information Act for access
to records maintained by the Office of the Inspector General (OIG). Specifically, you
seek "a copy of the DOJ Inspector General report on reducing over-classification
required in Section 6 of the Reducing Over-Classification Act." The responsive report
has been reviewed . It has been determined that this report is appropriate for release
without excision and a copy is enclosed.
If you are dissatisfied with my action on this request, you may appeal by
writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), U.S . Department of Justice,
1425 New York Avenue, Suite 11050, Washington , D .C. 20530 . Your appeal must be
received by OIP within 60 days of the date of this letter. Both the letter and the
envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Act Appeal." In the event
you are dissatisfied with the results of any such appeal, judicial review will thereafter
be available to you in the United States District Court for the judicial district in
which you reside or have your principal place of business, or in the District of
Columbia, which is also where the records you seek are located.

For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law
enforcement and national security records from the requirements of the FOIA. See 5
U.S.C. 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV 2010). This response is limited to those records that
are subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is a standard notification that is
given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded
records do, or do not, exist.
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AUDIT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE'S
IMPLEMENTATION OF AND COMPLIANCE WITH CERTAIN
CLASSIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 2010, Congress passed Public Law 111-258, the Reducing
Over-Classification Act (Act), which, among other things, directed the
Inspector General of certain federal agencies, including the Department of
Justice (DOJ), to: (1) assess whether applicable classification policies,
procedures, rules, and regulations have been adopted, followed, and are
effectively administered within such department, agency, or component; and
(2) identify policies, procedures, rules, regulations, or management practices
that may be contributing to persistent misclassification of material within
such department, agency, or component. The Act requires the evaluation to
be completed by September 30, 2013. A second evaluation required by the
Act, which is due by September 30, 2016, will review DOJ's progress in
implementing the recommendations of this audit.

Background
The appropriate classification of information is critical to the
government's efforts to ensure national security. However, the
9/11 Commission, Congress, and the White House have recognized that
over-classification of information interferes with accurate and actionable
information sharing, increases the cost of information security, and
needlessly limits stakeholder and public access to information. 1
When information is identified as posing a risk to national security, an
official with "Original Classification Authority" (OCA) designates the
information as classified, known as an original classification decision. 2 OCA
officials convey their classification decisions by marking the original
document (or source document) or, more often, by capturing the
1
The National Archives and Records Administration's (NARA) Information Security
Oversight Office developed the working definition of "over-classification" as the designation
of information as classified when the information does not meet one or more of the
standards for classification under section 1.1 of Executive Order (EO) 13526. In other
words, over-classification is either treating unclassified information as if it were classified, or
classifying information at a higher level of classification than is appropriate.

2
According to EO 13526, original classification authority is delegated by the
President and the Vice President and can be further delegated by an agency head or certain
other officials designated with original classification authority.

classification decision in a security classification guide. Once an OCA official
classifies information, that information may be paraphrased, extracted, or
summarized, which is known as a derivative classification decision. A
derivative classifier must observe and respect the original classification
decision and carry forward to any newly created document the pertinent
classification markings from the source document(s) or the security
classification guide.
Within DOJ, the Security and Emergency Planning Staff (SEPS) is
responsible for implementing DOJ's classification management program and
ensuring DOJ's organizational compliance with classified national security
information laws, regulations, directives, and other guidance, as
appropriate. 3 In addition, the Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI)
National Security Branch and the Drug Enforcement Administration's (DEA)
Office of National Security Intelligence are members of the Intelligence
Community and as such also are subject to the classification policies
established by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI).
Finally, DOJ is required to establish and implement uniform security polices
and operational procedures for the classification, safeguarding, and
declassification of national security information.

Results in Brief
We found that DOJ has established classification policies and
procedures, but has not effectively administered those policies and
procedures to ensure that information is classified and disseminated
appropriately. Although our review of a small sample of classified
documents created during fiscal year (FY) 2012 did not find indications of
widespread misclassification, we did identify deficiencies with the
implementation of DOJ's classification program, including persistent
misunderstanding and lack of knowledge of certain classification processes
by officials within DOJ components.
Based on these findings, we believe that the types of discrepancies we
identified and the causes of those discrepancies indicate that DOJ is
susceptible to misclassification.
Specifically, we found several documents in which unclassified
information was inappropriately identified as being classified. We also
identified many documents that either did not contain required classification
markings or contained incorrect classification markings. Some of these
3

SEPS is a component of DOJ's Justice Management Division.
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marking errors included missing, incomplete, or incorrect classification
blocks, source references, portion markings, dissemination markings, and
declassification instructions. DOJ component officials generally agreed with
our findings that some information in certain documents should not have
been classified and that the markings on many documents were not
accurate.
In addition, we found that the National Security Division, Criminal
Division, and the DEA incorrectly categorized many decisions to classify
information as "original" classification decisions when these decisions
actually were derivative classification decisions, as the classified information
in the documents had been classified previously. The risk inherent in this
practice is that individuals who inappropriately apply original decisions could
apply these decisions inconsistently for the same types of information and
information that should be treated similarly will be classified differently
across programs. Also, this practice could result in classifiers believing that
they could establish the classification levels, dissemination controls, or
declassification dates of their choosing rather than the ones previously
established by the actual original classification decision.
We found several factors that we believe contributed to DOJ
components incorrectly classifying and marking documents, including
weaknesses in DOJ's implementation classification standards, the limited
distribution of automated tools designed to improve the classification and
marking processes, and weaknesses in the application of security education
and training programs.
Ensuring that information is classified and marked appropriately falls
within SEPS's responsibilities for developing and managing DOJ policy for
classified national security information. With nearly 60,000 personnel
authorized to access and derivatively classify national security information,
SEPS's responsibilities are significant. SEPS has developed oversight and
review processes for classified national security information, as directed by
EO 13526, which prescribes a uniform system for classifying, safeguarding,
and declassifying national security information. But SEPS has encountered
problems executing and overseeing those procedures, in part because of
insufficient resources devoted to these responsibilities and weaknesses in
infrastructure, training, and controls throughout DOJ.
To help improve DOJ's classification management program and
implementation of classification procedures, we made 14 recommendations
to SEPS. These recommendations include determining the classified
infrastructure enhancements that are needed to successfully use and share
appropriate types of classified information; enhancing DOJ's classification

iii

training programs to ensure that all personnel are aware of policies,
procedures, and requirements for classifying national security information;
and improving oversight practices to ensure that all DOJ components are
reporting accurate information in classification-related reports and are in
compliance with all regulatory requirements.
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INTRODUCTION
The appropriate classification of information is critical to the
government's efforts to ensure national security. However, the
9/11 Commission, Congress, and the White House have recognized that the
over-classification of information interferes with accurate and actionable
information sharing, increases the cost of information security, and
needlessly limits stakeholder and public access to information. 4 In 2010,
Congress passed Public Law 111-258, the Reducing Over-Classification Act,
requiring federal agencies that classify information to implement programs
that enforce compliance with applicable laws, executive orders, and other
authorities pertaining to the proper classification of information and use of
classification markings.
Executive Order (EO) 13526, which is referred to in the Reducing
Over-Classification Act, prescribes a uniform system for classifying,
safeguarding, and declassifying national security information. 5 The National
Archives and Records Administration's (NARA) Information Security
Oversight Office is responsible for issuing directives for implementing
EO 13526 to all government agencies that come into possession of classified
information. 6 In turn, DOJ is required to establish and implement uniform
security polices and operations procedures for the classification,
safeguarding, and declassification of national security information within the
Department. In addition, the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence (ODNI) is responsible for issuing implementation directives to
the Intelligence Community related to the protection of intelligence sources,
methods, and activities. 7 Within the Department of Justice (DOJ), the
Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI) National Security Branch and the
Drug Enforcement Administration's (DEA) Office of National Security
Intelligence are members of the Intelligence Community and therefore must
4

The National Archives and Records Administration's (NARA) Information Security
Oversight Office developed the working definition of "over-classification" as the designation
of information as classified when the information does not meet one or more of the
standards for classification under section 1.1 of EO 13526. In other words,
over-classification is either treating unclassified information as if it were classified, or
classifying it at a higher level of classification than is appropriate.
5

EO 13526, Classified National Security Information, December 29, 2009.

6

These directives are identified in the Federal Register as 32 CFR Part 2001 and
2003 Part V Classified National Security Information; Final Rule, June 28, 2010.
7
ODNI issues Intelligence Community policies and directives to the Intelligence
Community through the Intelligence Community Policy System as designated by EO 12333.
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abide by ODNI guidelines and directives in addition to those promulgated by
DOJ.

Classified Information
EO 13526 mandates that information should be considered for
classification when its unauthorized disclosure could reasonably be expected
to cause identifiable damage to national security. 8 Such national security
information may be classified as Top Secret, Secret, or Confidential, as
shown in Exhibit I-1. 9 EO 13526 specifies that if significant doubt exists
about what level information should be classified at, the information should
be classified at the lower level.

8

Classified information is not the only information that is shielded from the public.
For instance, unclassified information that is law enforcement sensitive, information that is
subject to executive, deliberative, or attorney-client privilege, and personally identifiable
information, may all be withheld from the public under appropriate circumstances.
9

Classified information also may be identified as Sensitive Compartmented
Information (SCI). SCI is also referred to as "codeword" information. SCI is not a
classification level, but rather a requirement for formal access controls. SCI refers to
information associated with certain intelligence sources, methods, or analytical processes.
The sensitivity of SCI requires that it be protected in a much more controlled environment
than other classified information and requires handling exclusively within formal access
control systems.

2

EXHIBIT I-1
CLASSIFICATION LEVELS
AND THE
ASSOCIATED DEGREE OF DAMAGE

Top Secret - Unauthorized
disclosure could cause
exceptionally grave damage to
national security.

Secret - Unauthorized disclosure
could cause serious damage to
national security.

Confidential - Unauthorized
disclosure could cause damage to
national security.
Source: Executive Order 13526

The Classification Process
When information is first identified as posing a risk to national security
if disclosed without authorization, an official with "Original Classification
Authority" (OCA) designates the information as classified. 10 This initial
designation is referred to as the "original classification decision." The
original classification decision must include a justification for why the
information needs to be classified based on eight categories prescribed in
EO 13526, the potential damage to national security, and the date the

10

According to EO 13526, original classification authority is delegated by the
President and the Vice President and can be further delegated by an agency head or certain
other officials designated with original classification authority.

3

information shall be declassified. 11 OCA officials convey their original
classification decisions either by marking the original document, or, more
often, by including their decision in a "security classification guide" that can
be used to assist in future decisions about whether to classify information in
other documents.
Once an OCA official classifies specific information or issues a security
classification guide identifying information categories and the appropriate
classification levels, the information may be used by others in a derivative
form, such as through paraphrasing, direct quotation, or summarization.
When classified information is used in this manner by others after the initial
designation, it also requires classification, and the information receives what
is referred to as a "derivative classification decision." When making a
derivative classification decision, the derivative classifier must observe and
respect the original classification decision and carry forward to any newly
created document the pertinent classification markings from the source
document or the security classification guide.
Derivative classifiers are responsible for ensuring that the information
in the documents they produce is appropriately classified and properly
marked. Any individual with a current security clearance has the authority
to make derivative classification decisions in conjunction with their
performance of their official duties. Exhibit 1-2 provides an overview of the
classification process.

11

Section 1.4 of EO 13526 prescribes the following eight categories for classified
national security information: (a) military plans, weapons systems, or operations;
(b) foreign government information; (c) intelligence activities (including covert action),
intelligence sources or methods, or cryptology; (d) foreign relations or foreign activities of
the U.S., including confidential sources; (e) scientific, technological, or economic matters
relating to the national security; (f) U.S. government programs for safeguarding nuclear
materials or facilities; (g) vulnerabilities or capabilities of systems, installations,
infrastructures, projects, plans, or protection services relating to the national security; and
(h) the development, production, or use of weapons of mass destruction.

4

EXHIBIT I-2
OVERVIEW Of THE CLASSIFICATION PROCESS
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Source: Office of the Inspector General (OIG) Analysis of DOJ Documentation

Classification Marking Requirements
A critical part of any uniform classification management program is to
ensure that standard markings or other indicia be applied to classified

5

information to identify the level of classification. In addition, federal
agencies have a system of restrictive caveats and associated dissemination
control and handling markings that can be added to a document. These
markings, which are defined in classification marking guides, provide
instruction on how to control and handle the dissemination of classified
information. For instance, control markings might indicate that information
may not be disseminated to a non-U.S. person and should include the
marking, Not Releasable to Foreign Nationals (NOFORN).
To help standardize the marking of classified information throughout
the U.S. government, NARA's Information Security Oversight Office has
issued classification guidance and a booklet containing instructions for
marking classified national security information. The NARA Information
Security Oversight Office's Marking Classified National Security Information
booklet is the baseline marking system that federal agencies are required to
use to mark classified information. The booklet briefly describes how
classified documents should be marked, although it also acknowledges that
its guidance cannot anticipate every conceivable situation.
To supplement the Information Security Oversight Office's Marking
Classified National Security Information booklet, ODNI established the
Intelligence Community Authorized Classification and Control Marking
Manual (Manual) through its Controlled Access Program Coordination Office
(CAPCO). The CAPCO Manual, which is longer and more detailed than the
Information Security Oversight Office's Marking Classified National Security
Information booklet, prescribes a standard set of markings to be applied to
classified documents and information created within the Intelligence
Community, including agency-specific markings. In addition to classification
markings, the CAPCO Manual includes instructions for the Intelligence
Community on using markings to communicate the nature of the
information, as well as dissemination control markings that indicate how and
with whom the information should be shared. Unlike the Information
Security Oversight Office's Marking Classified National Security Information
booklet, which applies to all federal agencies, the CAPCO Manual only applies
to members of the Intelligence Community and agencies that have an
established written agreement with the Intelligence Community. Inside of
DOJ, the CAPCO Manual only applies to those sections of DEA and FBI that
are recognized members of the Intelligence Community.
Original and derivative classifiers are required to refer to these
classification marking guides to ensure that national security information is
appropriately marked, which in turn helps ensure the proper dissemination
and protection of classified information. The following exhibit identifies the
primary classification and control markings that should be identified on all

6

classified documents. 12 These classification marking requirements are for all
classified information whether it is in a hard copy document, an e-mail, or
another electronic form.

12

Appendix II provides a sample document that displays these required ma rkings.
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EXHIBIT I-3
Classified Document Marking Requirements

Marking
Reauirement

OriglnaJ Classification

Derivative Classification

Overall
Classification
Marking

The overall classification level must be included in a banner at the
top and bottom of every classified document and indicate the
highest level of classification within any portion of the document.

Classification
Block

Classified By: Identifies the
Original Classification Authority
by name and position or personal
identifier, and the agency and
office of origin.

Classified By: Identifies the
derivative classifier by name and
position or by personal identifier
and the derivative classifier's
agency and office.

Reason: Identifies at least one
of eight categories of classified
information from EO 13526
l.4{a-h}

Derived From: Lists the source
document(s} or the security
classification guide relied upon
for the classification, and the
agency or office and date of the
source or guide.

Declassify On: Lists date or
event by which classified
information can be declassified.

Declassify On: Must carry
forward the declassification
instruction from the source
document( s} or classification
guide.

All portions of the document
must be separately and property
marked with the classification of
that portion. The portion
marking precedes the portion to
which it applies.

All portions of the document
must be separately and properly
marked with the classification
carried over from the source
document(s} or security
classification guide(s) to the
derivatively classified document.
The portion marking precedes
the portion to which it applies.

Portion
Markings 13

·-·-·------~·-·- ·-·- ·-. ·-· -·-· -- ·---·- ·--~~~™~~~t~~~j~JI!_., _ ·-·- - --· -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·- --·----- Dissemination
Control
Markings
(if necessary)

Dissemination control markings are used to indicate restrictions on
who may have access to the information. If dissemination control
markings are necessary, they must be included in the overall
marking of the document and within each portion to which they
apply. The Intelligence Community requires its member agencies to
include dissemination control markings on all pieces of information.

Source: OIG Analysis of DOJ Documentation
13

Portions may include sections, parts, paragraphs, sub-paragraphs, subjects, titles,
graphics, tables, and bullets within a document.
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DOJ's Classification Structure
Federal government organizations that create or hold classified
information are responsible for its proper management. Classification
management includes various activities, such as developing classification
guides, conducting comprehensive mandatory training for classifiers, and
implementing a robust self-inspection program. Within DOJ, the Director of
the Security and Emergency Planning Staff (SEPS) in DOJ's Justice
Management Division is the designated Department Security Officer. SEPS
is responsible for implementing DOJ's classification management program
and ensuring DOJ's organizational compliance with classification
requirements pursuant to national security information laws, regulations,
directives, and other guidance from NARA's Information Security Oversight
Office and ODNI, as appropriate. SEPS established the Security Program
Operating Manual (SPOM), which prescribes uniform security policies and
operating procedures for the protection of classified national security
information within DOJ.
SEPS relies on a Security Programs Manager in each DOJ component
to implement and manage security policies and procedures within the
component, including policies and procedures relating to the classification
and security of national security information. Security Programs Managers
are accountable to the Department Security Officer for matters related to the
management and coordination of all security programs and plans within their
respective organizations. In general, Security Programs Managers are
responsible for administering education and training programs, overseeing
physical and classification security procedures, supervising annual
self-inspections, initiating risk assessments, coordinating security clearances
for personnel, and reporting and resolving security violations for their
respective agencies. The Security Programs Managers are the security
experts for DOJ components and serve as the first line of reference for
personnel who have questions related to the classification and security of
national security information.

Prior Audits and Reviews
In 2004 and 2006, NARA's Information Security Oversight Office
conducted on-site inspections of DOJ classification and security practices and
found that improvements were needed in program management and
organization, security education and training, classification guidance,
tracking security violations, self-inspections, and the marking of classified
documents. NARA's Information Security Oversight Office determined that
DOJ needed to take corrective action to improve essential classification and
security policies and procedures, including increasing resources to oversee

9

DOJ's classified national security information program. In addition, NARA's
Information Security Oversight Office conducted reviews of the DEA and FBI
classification programs in 2006 and 2009, respectively. These reviews
identified classified document discrepancies, including over-classified
information, missing or improper portion markings, improper use of original
classification authority, incorrect declassification instructions, and
information not properly referenced to source documents.
In 2006, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) also reviewed
DOJ's management of classified information. 14 This review included an
assessment of DOJ's implementation of NARA's Information Security
Oversight Office on-site inspection recommendations. GAO reported that
DOJ did not know the optimum number of staff it needed for its classification
program because it had not assessed its needs and did not have a strategy
to identify how it would use additional resources to address classification
program deficiencies. GAO found that, as a result of these resource issues,
DOJ had not fully implemented various recommendations from NARA's
Information Security Oversight Office and DOJ's ability to oversee
classification practices across components was insufficient.
The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) reviewed personnel security
processes throughout DOJ and issued reports in September 2012 and
March 2013 that included recommendations to increase resources devoted to
certain security program issues. 15 These reports found that SEPS did not
implement adequate personnel security processes to identify security
violations and enforce security policies. Moreover, SEPS issued minimal
guidance for components to follow in managing their contractor security
programs and the guidance does not provide standards for maintaining
accurate rosters on contract employees or periodic reinvestigations. The
OIG made a total of 17 recommendations in these 2 reports to improve
DOJ's timeliness in processing background investigations and adjudications,
ensure that only individuals with the appropriate clearance level have access
to sensitive and classified information, and improve DOJ's management of its
personnel security process for contractors. These recommendations
included increasing the amount of SEPS staff dedicated to conducting
14
U.S. Government Accountability Office, Managing Sensitive Information: DOJ
Needs a More Complete Staffing Strategy for Managing Classified Information and a Set of
Internal Controls for Other Sensitive Information. GA0-07-83 (October 2006) .

15

U.S. Department of Justice, Office of the Inspector General (OIG), Department's
and Component's Personnel Security Processes. 1-2012-003 (September 2012) and OIG,
Review of the Department's Contractor Personnel Security Process. I-2013-003
(March 2013).
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security compliance reviews. Although SEPS concurred with this
recommendation, at the time of the report SEPS was uncertain when it
would be able allocate additional resources to compliance review efforts due
to the fiscally conservative environment and the current DOJ hiring freeze.

OIG Audit Approach
Pursuant to Section 6(b) of the Reducing Over-Classification Act, the
Inspector General of any Department with an official with original
classification authority, which includes DOJ, must conduct two evaluations
to: (1) assess whether applicable classification policies, procedures, rules,
and regulations have been adopted, followed, and are effectively
administered within such department, agency, or component; and
(2) identify policies, procedures, rules, regulations, or management practices
that may be contributing to persistent misclassification of material within
such department, agency, or component. The Reducing Over-Classification
Act requires the first evaluation to be completed by September 30, 2013,
which this audit report satisfies. The second evaluation, which is due by
September 30, 2016, will review DOJ's progress implementing the
recommendations of this audit.
Section 6(b) of the Reducing Over-Classification Act also requires
individual Inspectors General coordinate to ensure that the evaluations
follow a consistent methodology. In accordance with this requirement, the
ODNI Office of the Inspector General and the Department of Defense Office
of the Inspector General established an Inspectors General Working Group
to develop a standardized approach for the first evaluation. We participated
in the Inspectors General Working Group and used the standardized
evaluation guide during the course of our review. However, the DOJ OIG's
audit focused exclusively within DOJ, and we have not conducted any
cross-agency comparisons of classification policies and practices. We are
therefore unable to assess whether different agencies treat the same
information the same way.
During this audit, we conducted over 100 interviews with officials from
SEPS, the FBI, the DEA, the Criminal Division, the National Security Division,
and the United States Marshals Service (USMS). 16 In addition, we reviewed
10 security classification guides and a sample of 141 classified documents
created during fiscal year (FY) 2012 comprised of finished reports,
memoranda, legal documents, summary reports, e-mails, case file
documents, Intelligence Information Reports (IIR), and DEA Analysis
16

For more information about our audit scope and methodology, see Appendix I.
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Reports. During our review, we also reviewed classified information from
programs that require special access controls. 17
The results of our review are detailed in Findings I and II. Finding I
provides the results of the OIG's evaluation of DOJ's classification policies,
processes, and practices, including a review of DOJ's classified national
security information decisions and its use of classification management tools.
Finding II provides our analysis of DOJ's management and oversight of the
classification program, including an overview of DOJ's implementation of
statutory and regulatory requirements.

17

Due to the sensitivity of the classified information related to these programs, the
responsible component instituted special access controls, including logging the individuals
who are granted access, providing these individuals a "read-on briefing" to present
background information on the program, and requiring the individuals to sign a
non-disclosure agreement.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I.

DOJ CLASSIFICATION POLICIES, PROCESSES, AND PRACTICES
DOJ has established classification policies and procedures, but
has not effectively administered those policies and procedures to
ensure that information is classified and disseminated
appropriately. Although our review of a small sample of
documents did not find indications of widespread
misclassification, we did identify deficiencies with the
implementation of DOJ's classification program, including
persistent misunderstanding and lack of knowledge of certain
classification processes by officials within various DOJ
components. We also found various classification marking errors
throughout the classified documents we reviewed. These
marking errors stemmed from reliance on historical practices and
had been overlooked because of inadequate training and
oversight. We believe that DOJ could improve its classification
program by enhancing security classification and marking guides
to better explain why and how information is classified, and by
using existing automated tools to improve classification and
marking practices. Moreover, we believe that SEPS should work
with component Security Programs Managers to improve
personnel training on classification requirements, procedures,
and guidance.

DOJ Original and Derivative Classifiers
The act of original classification requires that an OCA official identify
the elements of information regarding a specific subject that must be
classified, describe the damage to national security that could reasonably be
expected if the information is disclosed, determine how long that information
needs to be protected, and document these decisions in a security
classification guide or to the original (source) document. 18 Derivative
classifiers must interpret the OCA guidance from the classification guide or
from various source documents and determine how to mark classified
products they produce.
Pursuant to EO 13526, the President has delegated original
classification authority to the Attorney General, who has further delegated
18

An element of information is a specific piece of information related to an overall
subject area that an OCA official has determined meet the requirements for classification.
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original classification authority to 63 DOJ officials from 13 components. In
addition, DOJ has nearly 60,000 personnel that hold security clearances and
are therefore eligible to derivatively classify information in the performance
of their duties. Exhibit 1-1 identifies the number of DOJ personnel by
component with authority to make original classification decisions, as well as
those who can derivatively classify information.

EXHIBIT 1-1
DOJ Officials with Original and
Derivative Classification Authority
as of April 2013
OCA

DOJ Component
Office of the Attorney General
Office of the Deputy Attorney General
Office of the Associate Attorney General
Office of the Inspector General
Antitrust Division
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives
Criminal Division
Drug Enforcement Administration
Federal Bureau of Investiqation
Federal Bureau of Prisons
Justice Manaqement Division
National Security Division
U.S. Marshals Service
All Other DOJ Components 19
TOTAL

Offtdals
2
3
1
1
1
1
7
20
17
1
2
7
1
0
64

Derivative
Classifiers
17
45
8
421
79
4,224
749
7,160
35 951
14
524
364
3,096
5,327
57,979 20

Source: SEPS

According to EO 13526, the delegations of OCA officials shall be limited
to the minimum required to ensure the consistency and integrity of classified
national security information, and agency heads are responsible for ensuring
that designated subordinate officials have a demonstrable and continuing
need to exercise this authority. To ensure that DOJ had the appropriate
19

According to the list provided by SEPS, there were 28 DOJ components that
comprised the "all other DOJ components" category as of April 2013.
20

These figures were obtained from SEPS and represent the number of people in its
database of security clearance holders. This figure only includes full-time DOJ employees
and does not include DOJ contractors who have security clearances and are able to
derivatively classify information. We did not verify these figures with each component and
they were not used in the development of our conclusions or recommendations.
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number of OCA officials, DOJ conducted a Department-wide evaluation
between fiscal years (FY) 2011 and 2012. SEPS directed each component to
determine which positions require original classification authority and to
reduce the number, if possible. SEPS concluded its review in July 2012 and
proposed to reduce the number of DOJ OCA officials by 38, from 102 to 64.
The Attorney General approved these changes in April 2013.
The OIG found that DOJ's reduction of OCA officials was the result of
the FBI reducing its number of OCA officials from 55 in FY 2012 to 17 in
FY 2013. During this initiative, the Criminal Division, the National Security
Division, and the DEA did not reduce the number of authorized OCA officials.
Although the DEA previously reduced its number of positions with original
classification authority in 2007, the DEA maintained its level of 20 OCA
officials from FY 2012 to FY 2013 even though only 7 of these 20 OCA
officials made "original classification decisions" in FY 2012. In addition,
although the National Security Division did not reduce the number of OCA
officials during the SEPS review, National Security Division officials informed
the OIG that the number of OCA officials could be decreased by at least one.
Based on our review of types of information classified within DOJ, we
believe that the frequency in which information is classified in the first
instance should be extremely rare. Therefore, having more individuals with
original classification could contribute to information being classified at
different levels and retained for varying periods of time. As a result, we
believe that the number of OCA officials within DOJ could be further reduced,
particularly at the DEA, which has the highest ratio of DCA officials to OCA
officials at 358 to 1, as illustrated in Exhibit 1-1. In comparison, the FBI, the
largest component within DOJ, has a DCA-to-OCA ratio of 2,115 to 1, and
the DOJ-wide ratio is 905 to 1. We recommend that SEPS, in conjunction
with the components, re-evaluate the number and types of positions that
require original classification authority to ensure compliance with EO 13526.

DOJ Security Classification Guides
Security classification guides contain original classification decisions
and provide derivative classifiers with a set of instructions from an OCA
official to use when making derivative classification decisions. Security
classification guides identify predetermined classification decisions on
various topics of program-specific information, the classification level of that
information, the nature of the risk to national security, the length of time the
information should remain classified, and the reason for classification, which
identifies the specific category of national security information from
Section 1.4 of EO 13526 into which the information falls. As an example,
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Exhibit 1-2 includes an excerpt from the DOJ's National Security Information
Security Classification Guide.

EXHIBIT 1-2
Example of a DOl Security Classification Guide Element
Item
No.
2

Category of Information

Classiflcatlon
Level
Confidential

Declassify

On

Individually unclassified or
+25 years
controlled unclassified data items
that the compilation would
provide insight into DOJ's
functions, staffing, activities,
capabilities, vulnerabilities, or
intelliqence sources and methods.
Source: DOJ National Security Information Security Classification Guide

Claulflcatlon
Rea.on 21
1.4 (c), (g)

In FY 2012, DOJ had ten approved security classification guides: one
comprehensive guide established by SEPS for Department-wide use and nine
additional guides created by the FBI, DEA, Criminal Division, and USMS for
use by the individual components. The SPOM requires DOJ components to
submit initial and updated security classification guides to the Department
Security Officer for approval. The following exhibit provides the number of
SEPS-approved DOJ security classification guides by component as of
July 2013.

EXHIBIT 1-3
Approved DOl Security Classification Guides
as of lune 2013
~_!~~----~~~~~---.-~~
A-p_p
_
r_
o_v
-ed
~~---.

I

Security

DOJ
Component

Clauification
Guides
1
1
1
6
1
10

SEPS/Department-wide
Criminal Division
DEA

FBI
USMS
Total
Source: SEPS

21

See footnote 11 for the eight approved classification categories that correspond to
classification reason codes.
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In general, we found that all security classification guides in use
throughout DOJ met the minimum requirements established by SEPS,
including, but not limited to, identifying the types and specific topics of
information deemed classified and identifying reasons for classifying the
information, the level at which the information should be classified, and the
duration of the classification. However, we also found that DOJ had not
sufficiently coordinated the creation of security classification guides and that
some of the security classification guides used throughout DOJ could benefit
from additional clarification on specific details to optimally ensure that
derivative classifiers of DOJ information could make informed and accurate
classification decisions. These issues are discussed further below.
Creation of Security Classification Guides
In 2008, ODNI issued a report on classification guidance stating that a
critical component of effective intelligence collaboration and information
sharing is a common understanding of information classification standards
and policies. 22 The report further noted that inconsistent interpretation and
application of the classification levels defined by agencies can result in
uneven guidance, misunderstanding, and a lack of trust between Intelligence
Community agencies and mission partners concerning the proper handling
and protection of information. Moreover, the report cited variations and
conflicts among classification guidance as having the potential to slow or
prevent critical information sharing among agencies, governments, and
other national security partners.
During our review, we found that the creation of security classification
guides was not well coordinated by SEPS, component Security Programs
Managers, and other officials responsible for overseeing component-level
programs that routinely handle mission-specific national security
information. SEPS established the DOJ National Security Information
Security Classification Guide, which was intended for Department-wide use.
In developing the guide, SEPS relied upon component Security Programs
Managers to consult others within their components to ensure the guide
appropriately accounted for the types of information that would be
encountered by derivative classifiers using the guide. However, we found
that some component Security Programs Managers did not confer with
pertinent offices during the review and acceptance of the content. Further,
some DOJ components created additional security classification guides for

22

ODNI, Intelligence Community Classification Guidance Findings and
Recommendations Report, January 2008.
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their programmatic use without fully coordinating with SEPS or, in at least
one instance, with other affected components.
Specifically, the DOJ National Security Information Security
Classification Guide includes guidance related to Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act (FISA) processes. Yet according to some National Security
Division officials interviewed, the National Security Division, which performs
various FISA-related activities, was not involved in the development of this
guidance, and as of May 2013, National Security Division officials, including
attorneys who work with FISA-related information, were unaware that this
guidance existed. During interviews with the OIG, SEPS and National
Security Division officials acknowledged this discrepancy and agreed that the
National Security Division should work with SEPS to incorporate into the DOJ
National Security Information Security Classification Guide all relevant
requirements, policy decisions, and processes related to classified national
security information in the National Security Division or specifically related to
FISA processes. In addition, the National Security Division has taken steps
to improve its employees' awareness of the DOJ National Security
Information Classification Guide by including a link to the guide on National
Security Division intranet site.
We also found that the USMS established a security classification guide
in FY 2012, the USMS Operations and Capabilities Security Classification
Guide, that contains many of the same national security information already
identified in the DOJ National Security Information Security Classification
Guide. As a result, SEPS officials told us that, in their opinion, it was
unnecessary for the USMS to have its own security classification guide.
According to USMS officials in charge of producing the USMS guide, SEPS did
not inform them and they did not inquire about the possibility of
incorporating national security information specific to the USMS into the DOJ
National Security Information Security Classification Guide. Nevertheless,
USMS officials agreed that its guide could be integrated into the DOJ
National Security Information Security Classification Guide. Following our
inquiries, SEPS informed us that as of July 2013 the USMS's security
classification guide was not being utilized nor was it approved for use within
the USMS. In August 2013, SEPS and the USMS began coordinating to
integrate the USMS's needs into the DOJ-wide guide and ensure that the
DOJ National Security Information Security Classification Guide is utilized
effectively within the USMS.
In addition, we found that the Criminal Division created a security
classification guide in July 2012 for classifying and handling information for a
joint program the Criminal Division administers with the DEA, but that
despite sharing original classification authority over the relevant information
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with DEA officials, the Criminal Division did not actively involve the DEA
when creating the guide. As a result, the DEA declined to use the Criminal
Division's security classification guide because it did not adequately address
all of DEA's needs and issues. Moreover, one DEA official told us that the
DEA would probably develop its own, parallel classification guide for the
program.
According to SEPS officials, when the Criminal Division first created the
security classification guide, officials were instructed to ensure that all
participants in the program were included in making the classification
decisions and establishing instructions for classifying national security
information within the guide. Nevertheless, SEPS approved the security
classification guide without verifying with the DEA that all necessary
requirements and instances of national security information were
incorporated.
At the audit close-out meeting, SEPS officials reiterated to the OIG
that they relied upon DOJ components' Security Programs Managers to
coordinate with all OCA officials, subject matter experts, and any other
agency affected by the creation of security classification guides. Moreover,
SEPS officials stated that SEPS's approval of DOJ component's security
classification guides is basically an "administrative action" because SEPS
does not have the subject matter expertise with regard to specific program
classification requirements. SEPS only reviews the security classification
guides for basic form and function. Therefore, SEPS officials believe that
DOJ component's OCA officials and Security Programs Managers should be
accountable for the content of the information in program-specific DOJ
security classification guides.
We agree with SEPS's assessment that DOJ components' Security
Programs Managers should be held accountable for consulting with all
interested parties to ensure that the content of security classification guides
is accurate and useful for all purposes. However, we attribute the lack of
coordination on security classification guides to a general unfamiliarity in
DOJ with the purpose and importance of security classification guides. We
also believe that SEPS has a responsibility to ensure that the Security
Programs Managers and OCA officials understand the importance of
consistent, comprehensive, and accurate security classification guides.
As recognized by ODNI in its 2008 report, we believe that fewer
security classification guides would help ensure consistency of classification
decisions across DOJ, as the development of separate security classification
guides regarding the same classified information can lead to different, and
potentially conflicting, marking and handling requirements for the same
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classified information, thereby increasing the risk of marking and handling
errors and complicates users' efforts to comply with the guides. We
therefore recommend that SEPS should ensure that DOJ components are
aware of and understand how to use security classification guides.
Moreover, to increase efficiency and classification accuracy, we recommend
that SEPS review all DOJ security classification guides and work with DOJ
component Security Programs Managers and OCA officials to identify and
reduce redundancies.
Security Classification Guide Assessment
During our review of DOJ's ten security classification guides, we found
that some of these guides did not provide adequate instruction on when and
at what level to classify information. For instance, as shown in Exhibit 1-2
the DOJ National Security Information Security Classification Guide instructs
users to classify as confidential the following: "individually unclassified or
controlled unclassified data items that the compilation would provide insight
into DOJ's functions, staffing, activities, capabilities, vulnerabilities, or
intelligence sources and methods." However, the security classification
guide does not explain what types of unclassified or controlled unclassified
data items, if combined, would result in classification. We also found that
some of the security classification guides identified national security
information and then instructed the classifier that the classification of this
information could range from unclassified to Top Secret without fully
explaining the circumstances that would cause the level of classification of
the information to escalate from one level to another. Insufficient,
ambiguous, and over-broad explanations such as these provide inadequate
guidance to derivative classifiers and could result in the misclassification of
information.
We also found that the DEA National Security Information Security
Classification Guide contained inconsistent internal elements that identify
different ways to classify the same information. For instance, the DEA
National Security Information Security Classification Guide identifies two
elements associated with foreign government information provided in
confidence and identifies in one element that the information should be
identified as unclassified law enforcement sensitive information, while the
other element instructs users that the information should be classified as
Secret. No guidance is offered about the different circumstances that would
cause a derivative classifier to apply one instruction as opposed to the other.
We believe that these ambiguous and seemingly contradictory instructions
are likely to result in a derivative classifier marking Secret information as
"Unclassified, law enforcement sensitive," or marking unclassified
information as Secret.
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We found that the FBI's security classification guides often provided
the best explanations regarding the circumstances that would require the
specific classification of information. For example, the FBI National Security
Information Classification Guide contains almost two pages and three
separate line items devoted to the appropriate classification of case numbers
and other case-specific identifying information. This section of the FBI guide
contains explicit instructions and examples for FBI employees, such as:

•

"The fact that a numeric and alpha designation, such as 134A or
315H, is or could be an FBI case file number." The FBI guide
then provides two specific examples, including: "An agent calls
his supervisor and tells him/her 'I'm working a 415J matter'
would be unclassified."

•

"Association of case file number with specific threat countries
and/or organizations in a national security program" is to be
classified Secret and the guide goes on to provide four additional
instructions (similar to the bullet above) and an explanation why
the information is sensitive and needs to protected.

By contrast, the DOJ National Security Information Security
Classification Guide states that information providing "specific details of
relationships between DOJ and members of the Intelligence Community"
should be classified at the Secret level. However, the DOJ guide does not
provide a definition or examples of the "specific details" that warrant
classification or the potential damage if the information were released. We
believe that specific instructions for derivative classifiers, similar to those
provided in the FBI guide, are likely to reduce instances of misclassification
and mishandling of national security information.
According to SEPS officials, DOJ personnel who use a security
classification guide should have a basic understanding of what type of
information must be classified and also have a responsibility to contact their
Security Programs Managers to request clarification and additional guidance
when needed. Nevertheless, DOJ officials who are considered classification
subject matter experts told us that DOJ should clarify and refine instructions
in its security classification guides to reduce the likelihood of confusion and
misunderstanding among derivative classifiers. We agree, and we
recommend that SEPS review all DOJ security classification guides to ensure
that instructions are clear, precise, consistent, and provide derivative
classifiers with sufficient information to make accurate classification
decisions.
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DOJ's FY 2012 Classification Decisions
In FY 2012, DOJ components with OCA officials reported a total of
4,689 original classification decisions and over 8 million derivative
classification decisions, as shown in Exhibit 1-4. 23

EXHIBIT 1-4
FY 2012 Classification Decisions 24
DOJ Component
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco Firearms, and Explosives
Criminal Division
Druq Enforcement Administ ration
Federal Bureau of Investiqation
Justice Management Division
National Securitv Division
Office of the Insoector General 25
U.S. Marshals Service
Total
Source: SEPS

--

Original
Claulflcatlon
Decision•

a..tftcatlon
Declalona

0
603
849
4
0
3 232
0
1
4,689

105
231
80,953
8 355,880
54
280
185
0
8,437,688

Derivative

We reviewed a judgmental sample of 25 original classification
decisions from the National Security Division, Criminal Division, and DEA and
116 derivative classification decisions from the National Security Division,
Criminal Division, FBI, and DEA. 26 Our review identified several
discrepancies, including incorrect designations of decisions as "original"
23

Classification decisions include all actions in which an OCA official initially
determ ines that information should be classified and each time derivative classifiers
incorporate, paraphrase, restate, or generate in a new form, information that is already
classified .
24

This chart only reflects DOJ components with at least one OCA officia l that made
at least one original or derivative classification decision during FY 2012.
25

Although the OIG reported derivative classification decisions during our audit
period, we excluded the OIG from our review to avoid a confl ict of interest.
26

The OIG judgmentally selected a sample of classified documents with the intent of
obtaining broad exposure to the classified work performed wit hin DOJ components during
FY 2012 and we focused our review on the four components with substantial numbers of
classification activity during FY 2012 . The FBI only made four original classification
decisions in FY 2012 and all four of these decisions were the creation of security
classification guides. Because we assessed the adequacy of security classification guides
separately, we did not include these documents in our testing of original classification
decisions. A more detailed description of our sample selection methodology for each
component is in Appendix I.
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classification decisions, information that had been inappropriately identified
as classified (over-classification), improper use of a dissemination control,
and unmarked or incorrectly marked documents containing classified
national security information.
Original Classification Designations
We found that the National Security Division, Criminal Division, and
the DEA incorrectly designated classified information as "original"
classification decisions. The documents we reviewed that were identified as
containing original classification decisions in fact contained information that
previously had been identified as classified in at least one source document
or in a security classification guide. Therefore, these decisions should have
been identified as derivative classification decisions, not original
classification decisions. Based on interviews with component officials, we
found that each of these DOJ components had a different process and
reason for designating the classification as original decisions instead of
derivative decisions.
National Security Division - Among its other responsibilities, the
National Security Division processes applications for FISA warrants. During
our review, we found that the National Security Division categorized the
classification of all FISA applications and all FISA-related documents as
original classification decisions. Yet we found that the National Security
Division was creating these documents, in part, using classified national
security information submitted by other government agencies. Moreover,
according to National Security Division officials, all applications for FISA
authorities are classified at least at the Secret level. 27 National Security
Division officials explained that historically DOJ has applied original
classification decisions to applications and other FISA-related pleadings
before the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISA Court). National
Security Division officials believe that this practice emerged because even
though much of the information in the FISA documents are supplied by the
Intelligence Community, DOJ represents the United States before the FISA
Court and is responsible for the form of the information provided in FISA
applications and related documents. This policy determination, which
established a National Security Division-wide protocol for classifying
FISA-specific information, represented an original classification decision, and
the subsequent classification of any information meeting the criteria of this
decision is therefore a derivative classification decision. Consequently, the
27

This classification meets the requirements of Section 1.4 of EO 13526, which
includes intelligence sources or methods as a category of information that shall be
classified.
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National Security Division erred by categorizing the documents we reviewed
as original classification decisions.
National Security Division officials, including an OCA official, agreed
that the National Security Division's FISA-related information that had been
identified as original classification decisions could more accurately be
identified as derivative classification decisions. However, some of the
National Security Division officials were unfamiliar with the derivative
classification process, despite generally following derivative classification
procedures by carrying over classification markings from source documents.
National Security Division officials also told us they were apprehensive about
fully implementing the derivative classification process because they
believed it would slow down the National Security Division's processes
related to its FISA work. Nevertheless, the National Security Division's
Director for Security stated that the National Security Division would begin
to implement derivative classification procedures and agreed that they would
work with SEPS to update the Department's classification guide to help
implement such a change. We expect that when the National Security
Division implements this change in procedure, its reported number of
original classification decisions, as illustrated in Exhibit 1-4, will decrease
significantly.
Criminal Division - The Criminal Division develops, enforces, and
supervises the application of federal criminal laws in coordination with other
government agencies, including DOJ components. We reviewed Criminal
Division documents containing classification decisions categorized as original
decisions by an OCA official and found that all of these documents did not
meet the criteria for an original classification decision because the classified
information in each of the documents had been incorporated previously into
a security classification guide created specifically for the Criminal Division's
limited-access classified program.
When the OIG asked this official why he had not derivatively classified
the information using the security classification guide that he created, the
OCA official stated that he was unsure of the difference between original and
derivative classification decisions, and that he believed that by classifying
the document as an original decision he could better control who received
the information and how the information was used. However, this practice
obviates the benefits of a classification guide and creates the potential for
setting inconsistent declassification dates.
Although this OCA official had received classification training and
worked directly with SEPS on the creation of the security classification guide,
the official continued to use improper classification processes. After our
24

identification of the issue, Criminal Division and SEPS officials met and
agreed that it was appropriate to classify the information derivatively using
the security classification guide. We believe that when the Criminal Division
implements this change in practice, its reported number of original
classification decisions, as illustrated in Exhibit 1-4, will decrease
significantly.
Drug Enforcement Administration - As part of its mission, DEA is
responsible for enforcing the controlled substances laws and regulations of
the United States, as well as recommending and supporting
non-enforcement programs aimed at reducing the availability of illicit
controlled substances domestically and internationally. We found that the
DEA was improperly classifying documents using original classification
authority when the information in these documents previously had been
classified in a security classification guide. A DEA official stated that he
believed information was better protected from widespread dissemination
when the classifier used original classification decisions rather than
derivative classification decisions. However, this OCA official also
acknowledged that the DEA's information did not fit the criteria for an
"original" classification decision, although he expressed uncertainty when
asked whether the DEA would revise its processes for classifying the
information.
In its 2006 review of the DEA, NARA's Information Security Oversight
Office identified this same discrepancy. NARA's Information Security
Oversight Office briefed the DEA on the proper process for classifying
previously identified classified information and informed the DEA that it
should include the information in a security classification guide. The DEA
responded to the NARA review on May 8, 2007. In its response, the DEA
acknowledged that it was incorrectly making original classification decisions
and informed NARA's Information Security Oversight Office that the DEA's
two major producers of classified documents were engaged in producing
local classification guides that would be used to supplement a DEA
classification guide that was in draft at the time. The DEA anticipated that
its actions would result in an increase of the number of derivative
classification decisions versus the number of original classification decisions
currently being made by the DEA. According to the DEA, its original
classification decisions were reduced by 85 percent in FY 2012 as compared
to the previous 3 years. However, despite the DEA's efforts, our review
found that the DEA continues to improperly use original classification
decisions, as explained above.
We believe the DEA should revise its classification processes and
practices to comply with DOJ security and classification procedure
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requirements. We also believe that, if the DEA corrects its process for
classifying information, its reported number of reported original classification
decisions, as reflected in Exhibit 1-4, will decrease significantly.
Originally classifying information that was previously classified can
inadvertently alter the dissemination controls or extend the declassification
period. For instance, if an OCA official takes information from a source
document that has a declassification date set for 25 years from 2002 and
creates a new document that is categorized as an original classification
decision, the OCA official can extend the declassification date to 25 years
from the date the new document was created, resu lting in inconsistent
declassification dates for the same information. Moreover, because
originally classified documents do not identify any source materials, there is
no way to trace the information in the new, originally classified document
back to the previously classified document to ensure that all markings are
identical, raising the possibility of inconsistent handling instructions for the
same information. Incorrectly applying OCA classification markings can also
increase the risk that the same information would be classified differently
across programs because different OCA officials could, in theory, reach
different conclusions about the appropriate classification of the same
information. Additionally, improper classification processes increase the
likelihood that classified information will be mishandled, and as a result can
undermine the trust and confidence that is necessary for critical sharing of
national security information among and within federal agencies.
Based on our findings, we believe that SEPS and DOJ component
Security Programs Managers have not emphasized to OCA officials the
importance of the standardized classification process. SEPS should work
with DOJ component Security Programs Managers to ensure that OCA
officials understand the difference between original and derivative
classification decisions and properly mark classified information according to
the proper requirements of the classification decisions.
Review of Classification Levels
Although we did not find widespread misclassification during our
limited review of classified DOJ documents, we found several documents in
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which information was inappropriately identified as being classified. 28 We
discussed the specifics of these findings with the components. The following
are some examples of over-classified information found by the OIG and the
response from officials at various DOJ components.
At the National Security Division, we identified one report (erroneously
classified as an original decision) as over-classified because the information
did not meet one of the eight reasons for classification. The report referred
to FBI classified material, but did not provide specific information about FBI
classified programs or cases that would justify its classification. National
Security Division officials stated that their practice was to follow FBI
practices regarding classification, and because the FBI classifies certain
national security programs and cases, they decided to classify the report.
Moreover, a National Security Division official explained that they are
sensitive to the aggregation of information that could be manipulated to
expose sensitive program details. However, these officials understood the
OIG's assessment that, because the information contained in the report did
not provide classified details, the information should not have been classified
and agreed to review the classification of future reports.
At the FBI, we identified a terrorist watchlist nomination document
that was classified by the preparer. Because the terrorist watchlist is an
unclassified subset of terrorism information, the OIG asked the FBI official
responsible for the document why the information in the document was
classified. The official explained that he was unaware of the FBI's
classification requirement for watchlist nominations and was following
previous work experience practices from another Intelligence Community
agency. This official agreed with the OIG that the information should have
been marked unclassified.
We also found that the National Security Division and the Criminal
Division over-classified portions in otherwise properly classified documents
that contained standard language citing unclassified laws, statutes, or
regulations. The Criminal Division official who classified the information
28
Key terminology, such as "over-classification" and "damage to national security"
has not been defined by law, regulation, or executive order. During the course of our
evaluation, we used a working definition of "over-classification," which was supplied by
NARA's Information Security Oversight Office: the designation of information as classified
when the information does not meet one or more of the standards for classification under
section 1.1 of EO 13526. For example, "over-classification" can occur when information is
marked classified but does not fall into any of the eight categories of information specified
by EO 13526. In addition, "over-classification" occurs when information is classified at too
high of a level, such as information that might be marked Top Secret but for which
unauthorized disclosure would not cause "exceptionally grave damage to national security."
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agreed with the OIG's assessment that the information should not have been
classified. The National Security Division official who reviewed the classified
information in the OIG sample documents opined that the information was
classified appropriately because the inclusion of certain language from laws,
statutes, or regulations could expose the nature of the classified program.
However, this official concurred with the OIG that statements of general
policy that are devoid of derivation or application to specific classified
operations should not be marked classified.
Persistent misunderstanding and unawareness of proper classification
processes can cause misclassification, which requires additional expenditures
of funds and commitments of resources to store and secure the information
and reduces the transparency of government operations. 29 Although our
limited review only found isolated instances of over-classified information,
the types of weaknesses we identified throughout our review were
associated with DOJ's implementation of information classification policies
and procedures, leading us to believe that DOJ is susceptible to additional
instances of misclassification.
Proper Use of Dissemination Controls
During our review of DEA classified documents, we found that the DEA
added to some of its classified information the control marking, "Originator
Controlled" (ORCON), with some also including additional warning caveats
on the use of the information. According to the CAPCO manual, ORCON is
used on classified intelligence that clearly identifies or reasonably permits
ready identification of intelligence sources and methods that are particularly
susceptible to countermeasures capable of nullifying or measurably reducing
their effectiveness. The DEA's Office of National Security Intelligence must
adhere to the CAPCO manual requirements because it is a member of the
Intelligence Community. However, we found that DEA offices within and
outside of the Intelligence Community both used the ORCON dissemination
control and we believe that some of the information in the classified DEA
documents that we reviewed did not meet the CAPCO manual's ORCON
definition. According to one DOJ official, it is difficult for an agency to deal
with ORCON marked documents because it inhibits sharing of information.
Moreover, this official explained that individuals may also be unaware of
what the ORCON marking actually entails and people may not be following
the instruction for getting authorization from the source to further share the
information.
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According to NARA's Information Security Oversight Office, the total security
classification cost estimate within the government for FY 2012 was $9. 77 billion.
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DEA officials told us that although the DEA's preference was not to use
the ORCON dissemination control and additional warning caveats, the DEA
had adopted the restrictions for the protection of ongoing investigative
information or confidential source information. Officials explained that the
ORCON marking and warning caveats were necessary to help ensure that
others receiving the information do not act on or share the information
without first "deconflicting" operational activities or coordinating their
information sharing efforts with the DEA. Additionally, DEA officials told us
that even with the addition of the ORCON control markings, the DEA has had
other government agencies misuse their information and in some cases this
has resulted in the compromise of an ongoing operation or damage to
relations with a foreign nation. He also stated that including the ORCON
marking and warning caveat was the DEA's attempt to better protect its
information by instructing recipients to consult with the DEA before any
action is taken based on DEA information.
We believe that the use of the ORCON dissemination control is
necessary to protect certain types of classified information. We also
recognize that law enforcement components within the DOJ have a need to
protect their on-going investigations and operations. From our
conversations with DEA officials, it appears that the type of protection that
the DEA is trying to achieve through its use of ORCON is not currently being
affected by its use of the ORCON control marking. In addition, it appears
that the non-Intelligence Community DEA entities using the ORCON control
markings are doing so improperly. According to a SEPS official, overuse of
dissemination control markings like ORCON dilute the effectiveness of these
markings. Therefore, we believe that it is possible that the DEA's expanded
use of the ORCON dissemination control marking is reducing its usefulness.
According to SEPS officials, the onus is on DOJ components that use
the ORCON dissemination control to ensure that personnel understand the
purpose of the ORCON dissemination control and use it appropriately.
Moreover, SEPS officials stated that ODNI was developing ORCON-specific
training and SEPS will promulgate that training once it is finalized. Because
the use of the ORCON dissemination marking may also impede the
timeliness for which classified information can be shared between agencies,
we recommend that SEPS ensure that ODNI's ORCON-specific training is
promulgated to DOJ components once it is issued. In addition, SEPS should
coordinate with the DEA Security Programs Manager and officials
representing all DEA entities using the ORCON control markings to ensure
that the DEA's use of dissemination control markings is appropriate.
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Classification Marking Deficiencies
During our review of classified documents, we found many documents
that either did not contain required classification markings or contained
incorrect classification markings. When we brought these issues to the
attention of DOJ officials within these components, they generally agreed
with the OIG's assessments. Exhibit 1-5 provides an overview of the
marking errors identified by the OIG.

EXHIBIT 1-5
Classified Document Marking Errors
DOJ Comnonenb
Nationlll
Total
Criminal
FBI Security
DEA Documenb
Division
Division
Reviewed
Derivative Classification Decisions
56
20
16
24
116
Original Classification Decisions30
0
11
10
4
25
-·Total
Marking Errors on Documents Revtewecl3 1
Marking
Errors
-·
Classification Block Errors
Missing, Incomplete, or Incorrect
51
20
16
0
87
"Classified By" Information
Missing, Incomplete, or Incorrect
52
18
16
8
94
"Derived From" Information
Missing, Incomplete, or Incorrect
5
15
17
0
37
Declassification Instructions
Missing Portion Markings
25
9
18
9
61
Missing or Incorrect Dissemination
23
5
10
8
46
Control Markinqs
Missing or Incorrect Classification
14
7
10
1
32
Banner
Totals
170
74
87
26
357
Source: OIG Review of DOJ Documents
Sample of FY 2012 Documents
Reviewed by the OIG

Within this sample, we reviewed classified meeting notes and e-mails.
We found that officials often did not properly mark these documents because
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We reviewed the "original classified" documents for proper classification markings
using the requirements for original classification decisions. However, as noted previously,
these documents should have been derivative classification decisions. These documents
were not evaluated to ensure that the source information was identified because original
classification decisions are only required to identify the OCA official and the intent of DOJ
components at the time of our audit was to make original classification decisions.
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The identified marking errors exceed the number of documents reviewed because
in many cases, a single document contained multiple marking errors.
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they were unaware of the classified marking requirements for these
classified products. As an example, we reviewed a document containing the
synopsis of a classified meeting over a secure phone call with a National
Security Division official and officials from Intelligence Community agencies
that was marked with an overall classification of Secret, but because the
National Security Division official was unsure about other classification and
marking requirements for meeting notes, the document did not include the
required classification block or portion markings. Similarly, Criminal Division
officials stated that they often discuss classified information at meetings with
members of the Intelligence Community but were unsure about how to
classify and mark their notes from these conversations.
We also found that although some classified DOJ component e-mails
contained an overall classification marking, the majority of the e-mails that
we reviewed did not contain any classified portion markings or a
classification block. In addition, classified e-mails did not contain the
classification banner. Officials explained that they were not aware of
classification and marking requirements for forwarding a classified e-mail,
and they did not understand their responsibilities when replying to an e-mail
that lacked appropriate classification markings. As a result, a single marking
error in an e-mail can be propagated many times over through replies and
forwards.
Missing, Incomplete, or Incorrect Classification Block Information Generally we found that the identification of the classifier was not included in
the classification block. Moreover, we found that some components did not
include a classification block on documents or included an original
classification block on a derivatively classified document. Further, some
components used out-of-date classification guidance or included outdated
versions of security classification guides. When we asked why the
documents contained incomplete or incorrect classification blocks, FBI, DEA,
National Security Division, and Criminal Division officials stated either they
were unaware of the classification block requirements or were using
outdated templates, tools, or previously classified documents to provide the
format or information for their classification block.
Lack of or Incomplete Source Reference - We found that none of the
documents that used multiple sources to derive a classified document
properly referenced the source documents in the classification block or
included a classified addendum. Although the implementing regulation and
DOJ policy clearly identify this requirement, FBI, DEA, National Security
Division, and Criminal Division officials stated that they were unaware of the
source list requirements. Criminal Division and National Security Division
officials said that they generally attach the source documents to the file copy
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of the document. These officials added, however, that there are instances in
which the drafting attorney needs additional information and will contact the
source of the information directly and could place that information in
Criminal Division and National Security Division case files. However, the
files reviewed by the OIG did not contain source information for all of the
classified information contained in the documents.
Incorrect Declassification Instructions - FBI, National Security Division,
and Criminal Division officials were also unfamiliar with requirements for
declassification markings. We found that classifiers generally used "25 years
from the date of creation" as the "de facto" declassification date and did not
consult security classification guides for the OCA official's declassification
instructions. Additionally, some of these officials were unaware of the
requirements for determining a declassification date on a classified
document that was created using information from multiple sources. In
these circumstances, classifiers are required to use the declassification
instruction that corresponds to the longest period of classification among all
of the source documents, yet many of the officials we interviewed stated
that they instead made an educated guess to determine the declassification
date. Because these practices can result in information remaining classified
longer than may be necessary, there is an increased risk of wasted
resources, such as security containers and security guards needed to protect
the information from disclosure. Conversely, if classifiers improperly use a
period shorter than necessary, classified information may inadvertently be
exposed before the risk to national security has passed.
Missing Portion Markings - In our review of a sample of classified
information, we found 63 occurrences where the classifier failed to properly
apply portion markings to a document with the appropriate classification
level and dissemination instructions. FBI, National Security Division, and
Criminal Division officials attributed these portion marking errors to either
human error or formatting issues. National Security Division and Criminal
Division officials further stated that the marking errors were generally
attributable to the National Security Division and Criminal Division having
received unmarked source documents from other components. One of the
documents reviewed by the OIG contained a footnote specifying that the
document lacked portion markings because the source document was not
properly marked. DOJ officials were mindful of the requirement that
classified documents should contain portion markings, but were unaware
that if a classified source document is not marked correctly the receiving
agency must request a revised version of the document.
Missing or Incorrect Dissemination Control Markings - We noted
instances where dissemination control markings were not always carried
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over from source documents. FBI and DEA officials attributed these
instances to human error and stated that the control markings should have
been carried over to the derivatively classified documents. However, some
of these instances occurred when information from Intelligence Community
documents was transferred to derivatively classified documents created by
DOJ components that are not members of the Intelligence Community.
National Security Division and Criminal Division officials stated that they
were unaware of the requirements for the various dissemination control
markings because they did not have access to or were unaware of
Intelligence Community control and handling marking requirements. In
addition, we found that many of the officials relied on previous training or
experience received from past employment when handling and marking
classified material, even if that experience was acquired when there was
different and now outdated classification guidance.
Missing Classification Banner - We found various documents that did
not contain an overall classification marking banner. In most of these
instances, FBI, National Security Division, and Criminal Division officials
stated that this was human error.

Factors Contributing to Classification Deficiencies
As recognized in EO 13526, protecting information critical to national
security and demonstrating a commitment to open government are
accomplished through accurate and accountable application of classification
standards, including uniform classification marking systems and security
classification guides, as well as the use of technology needed to share
national security information. As explained below, we found that the
classification deficiencies identified during our audit were often attributable
to the following factors: deficiencies in DOJ's implementation of
classification and control marking guidance; inadequate and inconsistent use
of security classification guides; a lack of automated tools capable of
improving classification processes; deficiencies in the systems infrastructure
used to process and store classified information; and weaknesses in DOJ's
security education and training programs.
Classification and Control Marking Guidance

As previously mentioned, NARA issued the Information Security
Oversight Office's Marking Classified National Security Information booklet to
provide a baseline overview for classification marking requirements for
original and derivative classifiers. In addition, ODNI issued the CAPCO
Manual to provide members of the Intelligence Community with a standard
set of classification marking requirements and instructions for using
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agency-specific dissemination and handling control markings. However,
some DEA and FBI officials from these Intelligence Community sections who
were responsible for classifying the documents that the OIG reviewed were
either unaware or only vaguely familiar with the CAPCO Manual. These
officials instead relied upon prior knowledge and on-the-job training when
marking classified documents.
In addition, DOJ officials from the National Security Division and
Criminal Division work directly with the Intelligence Community to produce
legal documents based on information obtained and classified by the
Intelligence Community. However, DOJ officials from these divisions said
that they were unaware of ODNI's policies and procedures regarding
dissemination control markings as stated in the CAPCO Manual and used on
documents provided by Intelligence Community agencies. These officials
only referenced the Information Security Oversight Office's Marking
Classified National Security Information booklet when derivatively classifying
Intelligence Community information.
Of particular concern was National Security Division officials' lack of
knowledge of the requirement for FISA markings in classified documents, as
defined in the CAPCO Manual. Specifically, the CAPCO Manual contains a
requirement that documents with FISA-obtained information contain a
FISA-specific control marking. The National Security Division is responsible
for overseeing implementation of FISA and receives numerous documents
with such markings from agencies within the Intelligence Community.
However, the National Security Division does not belong to the Intelligence
Community, does not follow the CAPCO Manual guidelines, and does not use
the FISA-specific markings. Moreover, National Security Division officials
explained that when creating new classified documents they do not carry
forward the FISA-specific markings from the original source documents from
the Intelligence Community.
In September 2012, SEPS published the DOJ Marking Classified
National Security Information guide, the first DOJ-specific marking guide
ever produced. This marking guide is more comprehensive than the
Information Security Oversight Office's Marking Classified National Security
Information booklet. However, we found that DOJ's guide did not
incorporate all Intelligence Community marking requirements. Therefore,
we believe that SEPS should ensure that all DOJ components that work with
Intelligence Community national security information - not just those
components that are formally part of the Intelligence Community - have the
necessary training to understand the marking and dissemination controls in
the CAPCO Manual and to ensure that appropriate dissemination control
markings are applied as required.
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In addition, we believe that SEPS should improve the DOJ Marking
Classified National Security Information guide to address the various ways to
properly mark and classify e-mail correspondence and classified meeting
notes. For example, the overview of how to mark a classified e-mail does
not provide instruction for forwarding e-mails or how to elevate the
classification of an e-mail if the response contains information at a higher
classification than the original e-mail. Moreover, there is no overview of how
to classify notes from in-person meetings or secure phone calls where
national security information is discussed.
According to SEPS officials, the derivative classification concept and
principles do not change because information is in an electronic format or
because information is provided during in-person meetings and phone calls.
However, as identified by the OIG during the audit, many individuals found
that it was difficult to interpret classification and marking guidance and apply
these instructions to e-mails and meeting notes. Further, although SEPS
clearly indicated to the OIG that items such as meeting notes would be
considered "working papers" and would not require classification marking
due to their status as temporary documents, this is not noted in the guide.
Therefore, we believe that SEPS and DOJ component Security Programs
Managers need to ensure that personnel understand how to mark and
classify all types of communication and documentation formats.
Therefore, we recommend that SEPS review the DOJ Marking
Classified National Security Information guide and incorporate
comprehensive instruction for marking all types of classified products,
including e-mail correspondence and meeting notes.
Security Classification Guide Use

As previously stated, security classification guides are instructions
from OCA officials on how to properly classify information. None of the
National Security Division or Criminal Division classified documents reviewed
by the OIG were derived from a security classification guide. Many officials
that created these documents were unaware of how to use a security
classification guide and did not know that DOJ had established the DOJ
National Security Information Security Classification Guide for use by all DOJ
components.
In addition, during our review of FBI classified documents, we found it
difficult to determine if the classification decision was appropriate because
the classification block did not convey enough information to identify the
element within the FBI National Security Information Security Classification
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Guide used as a reason for classification. When we asked FBI officials about
their process for determining the classification of information, they informed
us that they do not actually consult the FBI National Security Information
Security Classification Guide when derivatively classifying documents. The
reason the FBI National Security Information Security Classification Guide
was identified as the source in the classification block was because selecting
the FBI National Security Information Security Classification Guide as the
source for all derivative classification decisions was a general practice.
We found that, in general, the DEA properly sourced its derivatively
classified documents to the DEA National Security Information Security
Classification Guide and identified the specific elements in the guide used to
classify the information. The DOJ National Security Information Security
Classification Guide states that when using one item in the security
classification guide as the derivative source of classification, derivative
classifiers should identify the item number within the classification block.
However, the DOJ guide also states that when a derivative classifier uses
multiple line items within the security classification guide to classify
information, it is sufficient to only cite the security classification guide and
not the specific line items. According to SEPS officials, the general cite
should be used when there are four or more line items that apply to the
classified information.
The use of security classification guides should facilitate the proper
and uniform derivative classification of information. SEPS should ensure
that all DOJ components understand how to properly use security
classification guides to derivatively classify documents. Moreover, we
believe that including specific line items is a good practice to ensure
accountability for classifying information and also helps facilitates the review
of classified information during the declassification process. Therefore, SEPS
should reinforce to DOJ components its requirement for DOJ components to
include the specific item number of the security classification guide used as
the source of the derivative classification decision and clarify that this is
necessary for up to four line items when multiple line items are used.
Automated Classification Marking Tools
During our review, we identified various automated tools used by DOJ
components to mark classified information. Each automated tool provided
DOJ components with a more efficient process for marking classified
information and also provided these components with more assurance that
classified information was properly marked.
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For example, to help standardize and expedite the classification and
marking of national security information, ODNI developed a Classification
Management Toolkit (CMT) for use by members of the Intelligence
Community. The CMT is an automated application that classifiers use to
generate and apply classification markings to documents and e-mails,
including a classification banner, classification block, and portion markings.
Currently, the CMT is only available to the FBI and DEA for use on their
classified networks because these two components are the only DOJ
components within the Intelligence Community. The CMT is not available to
any other DOJ components that work with classified information on JCON-S
or JCON-TS, DOJ's Secret and Top Secret information sharing networks,
respectively.
Officials from DOJ components without CMT installed on their systems
informed us that they were interested in obtaining an automated system
such as CMT. SEPS officials initially told us that DOJ was interested in
acquiring CMT for all DOJ components, but funding was not available.
However, in May 2013 SEPS began gathering information from the CMT
Program Office within ODNI regarding the cost and requirements to
determine CMT's functionality and the feasibility of installing it for use
throughout DOJ. 32
We observed the CMT's classification marking process and interviewed
officials who used the CMT to classify their documents and e-mails. We
believe that the CMT expedites the processing of classifying information and
improves compliance with classification guidance by requiring derivative
classifiers to include required classification markings on their classified
documents. However, we also found that the use of CMT does not replace
the need for oversight and training based on our finding, discussed above,
that some derivatively classified FBI documents we reviewed contained
marking errors, such as not including the identity of the classifier and
referencing outdated source information, despite the fact that the derivative
classifiers had used CMT to mark the document.

32
According to an FBI official, the entire program cost of CMT is split between the
20 Intelligence Community "customers." When CMT was first installed, the FBI made an
initial outlay of $16,000. According to FBI officials, the FBI has not incurred any costs for
CMT since the initial outlay because ODNI has covered additional costs for maintenance and
upgrades. However, an official at the FBI stated that although ODNI has covered
subsequent costs for CMT, ODNI recommended that the FBI allocate additional resources for
CMT just in case ODNI requires an FBI contribution in any given year and to cover any
"FBI-specific" CMT modifications.
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Another automated marking tool we encountered during the audit was
an automated program based on commercially available technology to assist
attorneys with drafting FISA applications. The program, developed by the
Office of Intelligence at the National Security Division, automatically
provides templates for regularly used documents, as well as a classification
banner and document portion markings. This program has not been
adapted for use by other sections within the National Security Division that
develop other types of classified legal documents.
According to DOJ officials, these automated tools have helped to
expedite and standardize the classification marking process for national
security information. These tools have also assisted DOJ components in
streamlining the process for creating standardized classified documents. We
believe that all DOJ components that work with classified information could
benefit from using automated classification tools to ensure that classified
documents, in particular classified e-mail communications, are marked
appropriately. We recommend that SEPS evaluate the possibility of using
automated classification tools throughout DOJ.
Classification Protocols and Classified Infrastructure
DOJ components do not always have adequate infrastructure for
accessing and sharing classified national security information. For many DOJ
components, this adds a layer of complexity to working with classified
information.
For example, an FBI official told us that sometimes the FBI and Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) will work with the same human source but may
classify the information differently. Typically, the FBI will work with a source
while he or she is in the United States and classify information from the
source as either law enforcement sensitive or Secret, depending upon the
subject matter. The CIA, in comparison, will work with the same source
while he or she is overseas and classify information pertaining to the source
as Secret//Sensitive Compartmented Information. Yet, when the agencies
share their information with each other, the CIA's use of the additional
Sensitive Compartmented Information caveat results in the FBI not being
able to place the CIA's information on its regular classified system. Instead,
the FBI must use an authorized Top Secret system or maintain the
information in paper files. As a result, sharing the information with field
offices or agents in remote locations can be arduous because not every FBI
field office or satellite location has ready access to Top Secret systems.
Therefore, to get this information to the proper personnel, the FBI must use
other methods, such as requiring Special Agents to travel to another facility
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to access an appropriate system, or relying on other government agencies to
serve as a conduit for the information.
One information sharing tool is the use of "tearlines." Tearlines allow
for the separation of pieces of information and enable the release of
classified intelligence information with less restrictive dissemination controls,
and, when possible, at a lower classification. The use of tearlines requires
individuals to prepare a classified document in a manner such that
information relating to intelligence sources and methods, or other highly
classified information, is easily severable to protect such sources and
methods from disclosure. We believe that in instances like the one
described above, the use of tearlines would benefit DOJ components that do
not have the proper infrastructure to access certain classified information.
However, the use of tearlines and similar workarounds is not a
complete solution, as they do not solve the problem that DOJ does not
currently have a comprehensive classified systems infrastructure capable of
quickly and securely communicating highly classified or sensitive
compartmented information to all personnel who may need to receive it. We
therefore believe that SEPS should evaluate the current classified
infrastructure in place throughout DOJ to determine what improvements are
needed for DOJ components, in particular those DOJ components with field
offices that work with Intelligence Community agencies, to successfully
classify, use, and share all types of national security information. Moreover,
we believe that DOJ components, especially the FBI and DEA, should convey
to their Intelligence Community partners the need to provide classified
information in a form that is as accessible as possible, consistent with the
need to protect the information, and that they should consider the use of
tearlines or other information sharing tools designed to increase information
sharing wherever appropriate. SEPS officials stated that the Intelligence
Community is evaluating tearline reporting and SEPS will convey to all DOJ
components, through the Security Programs Managers, any guidance
provided by the Intelligence Community.
Security Education and Training
During our interviews with DOJ personnel, many DOJ officials
expressed a general lack of understanding on how to properly identify and
mark classified information. DOJ personnel expressed significant confusion
regarding the appropriate methods for identifying sources of classified
information and marking e-mail correspondence and classified meeting
notes. Many DOJ personnel also said that when they were uncertain about
how or when to classify and mark information, they were more likely to err
on the side of caution and mark the information as classified.
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Moreover, few DOJ officials were aware of or used DOJ classification
resources, including security classification and marking guides, when
working with classified information. Instead, DOJ officials informed the OIG
that they regularly relied on historical practices and prior knowledge to make
classification decisions. In addition, officials explained that if they were
unsure about how to classify and mark information, they would ask a
colleague, who would have experience with the subject matter but may not
have the expertise to answer a classification question accurately. We
believe that this lack of understanding and reliance on "historic" processes
resulted in many of the classification and marking errors we identified.
To correctly classify information, DOJ personnel need to receive
comprehensive training that adequately prepares them to make informed
classification decisions when dealing with national security information. DOJ
personnel whose duties involve the creation or handling of classified
information are required to take initial and annual refresher classification
training that incorporates procedures for classifying and declassifying
information. However, SEPS and some components within DOJ did not
maintain a system that accurately tracked and verified whether individuals
received and completed the required training. According to SEPS, many of
the components reported in FY 2012 that original and derivative classifiers
did not receive initial or annual refresher training. Moreover, many of the
FBI, DEA, Criminal Division, and National Security Division officials we
interviewed could not identify the training they received and suggested that
a more robust training program would be helpful.
After reviewing DOJ components' training programs, as well as the
training offered by SEPS, we found varying degrees of quality and depth.
The FBI had the most comprehensive training program. The FBI offered
ongoing instructor-led classification training sessions, as well as electronic
training sessions that incorporated all aspects of the classification process
and how to manage classified information. In comparison, we found that
other DOJ components offered self-learning programs with no instructor-led
portion. Further, some of these training programs did not provide an
in-depth overview of the classification process, but rather focused on
protecting and storing classified information. One of DOJ's OCA officials who
received classification training through a slide-show format stated that he
would have preferred a more interactive live training course because it
would have provided him the opportunity to ask questions.
In FY 2013, SEPS officials recognized the need for training
improvements and initiated automated slide-show training programs for DOJ
components to use for their original and derivative classifiers. According to
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SEPS officials, these training programs incorporated knowledge tests that
help to ensure that at least the most basic elements of classification
procedures are understood before an original or derivative classifier receives
credit. However, we found that these training programs did not incorporate
all aspects of security and classification requirements. Of particular note
was the absence of an explanation of DOJ's classification challenge process,
which entitles authorized holders of information to challenge the
classification status of the information when the holder, in good faith,
believes that its classification status is improper. We found that many DOJ
officials were unaware of DOJ's formal classification challenge process.
When the OIG informed SEPS about this discrepancy, SEPS officials stated
that information relating to classification challenges is detailed in the SPOM
and individuals are responsible for reading the SPOM, educating themselves
on the classification process, and asking questions of the DOJ component
Security Programs Managers. Although we agree that individuals are
responsible for knowing and understanding DOJ's security policies and
procedures as detailed in the SPOM, we also understand that the SPOM is
more than 100 pages long and individuals rely on training programs to
instruct them on these procedures.
Another aspect of classification management that was missing from
DOJ's training programs was the instruction about what personnel should do
when a source document is either not marked or marked inappropriately. As
previously mentioned, we found documents that DOJ officials knew were not
marked properly, but these officials stated that they did not know how to
handle improperly marked source documents.
Finally, federal regulations require agencies to emphasize the
importance of sharing and classifying information so it can be used to
maximum utility. However, the SEPS training programs do not emphasize
the importance of ensuring that information is classified at the appropriate
level and not over-classified. Throughout interviews conducted during this
audit, the OIG found that DOJ personnel were more likely to "err on the side
of caution" when it came to classifying information. When there was any
doubt about whether information should be classified, various DOJ officials in
several components stated that they would most likely classify the
information to avoid the risk of accidently releasing classified national
security information. These individuals did not express significant concern
for the possibility of over-classifying information, and some of these
individuals stated - incorrectly in our view - that there are no consequences
for over-classifying information, but that the consequences for releasing
classified materials can be significant.
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We attributed many of the classification and marking issues we
identified throughout our review to inadequate training. Specifically, we
believe that the individuals responsible for the classification decisions and
application of appropriate markings were not sufficiently aware of the
appropriate requirements because the training available throughout DOJ did
not provide its personnel with the comprehensive knowledge regarding
classification policies, procedures, and requirements needed to operate an
effective classification management system. According to SEPS officials,
resource constraints have negatively impacted their ability to operate a
robust security education and awareness training program. We recommend
that SEPS work with DOJ components, specifically the Security Programs
Managers, to enhance classification training programs to ensure that all
personnel are aware of policies, procedures, and requirements for classifying
national security information.

Classification of Otherwise Unclassified Information
DOJ has both national security and law enforcement responsibilities.
During our review, we found that when the DEA develops intelligence reports
for dissemination to the Intelligence Community it takes unclassified law
enforcement sensitive information, sanitizes the information to exclude
operational information and conceal sources and methods, and upgrades the
classification of that information to Secret. Therefore, the same piece of
information can exist as unclassified law enforcement sensitive information
in a DEA case file and as classified information in a DEA intelligence report.
A DEA official explained that this information must be classified when it is
disseminated to the Intelligence Community because it always has a foreign
nexus and any compromise of this type of information may affect the DEA's
operations, sources, and relations with foreign services, and would be
damaging to U.S. interests. In addition, this DEA official explained that the
DEA's classification practice is also based on the mosaic theory of
classification, where individual unclassified facts can add up to classified
facts when looked at in the aggregate. For example, according to this DEA
official the fact that operationally derived information is routed to the
Intelligence Community can elevate the classification level, as it can reveal
information on the scope of the DEA's operations in particular areas.
Although we understood the DEA's concerns regarding the sharing of
information, we also believed that this practice could cause the
over-classification of information. The OIG reviewed the DEA intelligence
reports and questioned the classification of the information in these reports,
as well as the DEA's overall practice of classifying law enforcement sensitive
information when it is shared with the Intelligence Community. In response,
a DEA official informed us that the DEA's policy was in-line with DOJ and
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ODNI policies for classifying information. Nevertheless, the OIG also
brought this classification practice to the attention of both SEPS and DOJ's
Department Review Committee (DRC), which functions as DOJ's oversight
entity in resolving issues related to the implementation of EO 13526,
including those issues concerning over-classification. Both SEPS and the
DRC upheld the classification status of the DEA's intelligence reports, as
these entities agreed that the mosaic theory of classification applied to DEA
intelligence reports when combined with the fact that the reports were being
shared with the Intelligence Community. However, SEPS and DEA officials
acknowledged that certain portions within the classified intelligence reports
were classified incorrectly.

Recommendations
We recommend that SEPS:
1.

Explain to DOJ components the importance of reducing the
number of OCA officials and have DOJ components re-examine
their number of OCA officials.

2.

Review all DOJ security classification guides and work with
Security Programs Managers and OCA officials to identify and
reduce redundancies and to ensure that instructions are clear,
precise, consistent, and provide derivative classifiers with
sufficient information to make accurate classification decisions .

3.

Work with DOJ component Security Programs Managers to
ensure that OCA officials understand the difference between
original and derivative classification decisions and properly mark
classified information according to the proper requirements of
the classification decisions.

4.

Ensure that ODNI's ORCON-specific training is promulgated to
DOJ components once it is issued and coordinate with the DEA
Security Programs Manager and officials representing all DEA
entities using the ORCON control markings to ensure that DEA's
use of dissemination control markings is appropriate.

5.

Ensure that all DOJ components are aware of and understand
how to apply classification resources and markings, in particular,
security classification guides, the CAPCO manual, and required
FISA-specific dissemination controls, as appropriate.
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6.

Review the DOJ Marking Classified National Security Information
guide and incorporate comprehensive instruction for marking all
types of classified products, including e-mail correspondence and
meeting notes.

7.

Reinforce to DOJ components its requirement to include the
specific item number of the security classification guide used as
the source of the derivative classification decision and clarify that
this is necessary for up to four line items when multiple line
items are used.

8.

Evaluate the possibility of using automated classification tools
throughout DOJ.

9.

Determine what classified infrastructure enhancements are
needed for DOJ components, in particular those DOJ components
with field offices that work with Intelligence Community
agencies, to successfully use and share appropriate types of
classified information.

10.

Work with DOJ components to enhance classification training
programs to ensure that all personnel are aware of policies,
procedures, and requirements for classifying national security
information.
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11.

DOJ CLASSIFICATION OVERSIGHT AND MANAGEMENT

SEPS is responsible for managing and developing DOJ policy for
classified national security information. SEPS has developed
oversight and review processes for classified national security
information, as directed by EO 13526, but has not successfully
implemented those processes because of insufficient resources,
deficient oversight, and inadequate assistance from DOJ
components. For example, SEPS has developed a mechanism
for collecting information regarding classification decisions by
DOJ components and has executed a self-inspection program
throughout DOJ. However, we found that DOJ components
provided incorrect information to SEPS because they were
uncertain of all reporting requirements.
SEPS Classification Management and Oversight

As the designated DOJ Department Security Officer, the Director of
SEPS is responsible for managing and developing the policy for DOJ's
classified national security information and ensuring DOJ's organizational
compliance with classification laws, regulations, and directives, as
appropriate. To accomplish this task, SEPS has promulgated the Security
Program Operating Manual (SPOM), which provides the foundation for DOJ's
security and classification management program .
With nearly 60,000 personnel authorized to potentially access and
derivatively classify national security information, SEPS 1 s responsibilities are
significant. Previous reviews conducted in 2006 by the Government
Accounting Office (GAO) and NARA's Information Security Oversight Office
found that SEPS lacked adequate resources to implement DOJ's security
classification program. During our audit, SEPS officials expressed concern
that while EO 13526, the Reducing Over-Classification Act, and other
mandates that are unrelated to classification have substantially increased
SEPS's responsibilities over the past few years, SEPS has not received any
additional resources to fulfill those obligations. These officials stated that
the resource constraints necessarily limit the effectiveness of their oversight
and management of DOJ's security and classification program.
SEPS's classification program activities do appear to be understaffed.
SEPS has only one classification subject matter expert who, in addition to
being responsible for overseeing the development and review of DOJ's
security classification guides, is also responsible for the coordination and
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development of DOJ's declassification guide and procedures. 33 Additionally,
SEPS has only staffed a single 4-person team responsible for conducting
on-site compliance reviews of DOJ's 3,500 facilities and 115,000 employees
to ensure compliance with DOJ security policies and classification practices.
Moreover, these compliance reviews do not focus exclusively on classification
and marking procedures, but also include evaluations of physical, personnel,
contractor, and document security; information technology; communications
and operations; occupant emergency; continuity of operations; and safety
and health programs.
Due to a lack of in-house resources, SEPS relies heavily on each
component's designated Security Programs Manager, who oversees the
component's internal security review programs and manages the associated
security processes. According to SEPS officials, however, many Security
Programs Managers do not have the appropriate background to manage the
breadth of their component's security programs. These SEPS officials told us
that some DOJ components assign the Security Programs Manager function
to personnel as a collateral responsibility and do not devote adequate
resources to train them on proper classification procedures. Some SEPS
officials told us that these problems result in a high turnover rate for
Security Programs Managers, which makes it difficult for SEPS to effectively
coordinate and oversee the implementation of security policies and
procedures.
During our review we found weaknesses in SEPS's execution of
classification management requirements, including oversight of classified
information and special access programs, classification reporting
requirements, annual self-inspection reports, oversight of compromises to
classified information, and implementation of regulatory requirements.
Moreover, we identified that SEPS did not fully implement certain
classification program requirements in accordance with EO 13526. We
believe that some, but not all of these weaknesses resulted from or were
exacerbated by resource constraints at SEPS.

Special Access Programs
Another weakness that the OIG found involved DOJ components
participating in Special Access Programs (SAP) unbeknownst to SEPS. A SAP
is a program established for a specific class of classified information and
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United States Department of Justice Automatic Declassification Guide,
November 2012.
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designed to impose safeguarding requirements that exceed those normally
required for information at the same classification level.
During the course of our review, we found that the FBI was
participating in an Intelligence Community SAP since 1999 and the DEA was
participating in an Intelligence Community SAP with read-on procedures
since 1991. 34 SEPS officials explained that both of these programs fall under
the purview of the Intelligence Community and SEPS does not have any
additional required oversight over these programs. However, SEPS officials
also stated that as the entity responsible for ensuring DOJ's compliance with
classification management procedures, SEPS should ideally be aware of all
SAP programs that DOJ components operate, even if those programs fall
under the auspices of the Intelligence Community. Therefore, in order to
ensure that SEPS has a comprehensive understanding over DOJ's
classification management program, we recommend that SEPS establish a
policy for DOJ components to alert SEPS to its participation in SAPs that are
overseen by the Intelligence Community.

Classification Program Reporting Requirements
SEPS annually prepares and submits to NARA's Information Security
Oversight Office certain metrics on the number of DOJ classification
decisions, number of challenges to DOJ classification decisions, DOJ
classification training, and the associated costs of maintaining DOJ classified
information. SEPS relies on the components to self-report the above
information. Yet we found that although SEPS has collected this information
as required, it has not verified the accuracy of the information reported even
though some of the information submitted by components was
questionable. 35 SEPS officials believe that Security Programs Managers
must ensure that these reports contain accurate and reliable information
before they submit them to SEPS. However, we found that DOJ components
did not receive enough guidance on how to report the number of classified
34

When an OCA official(s) determines that certain classified information requires
additional safeguarding, agencies will implement "read-on" procedures to limit the number
of persons with access to the information and control dissemination of the information.
35
In FY 2012, the Criminal Division reported to SEPS that two personnel from one
section generated 185 classification decisions through e-mail. However, when we requested
a listing of the classification decisions, an official within the section said that she included all
classified e-mail in the total derivative classification decisions - regardless of whether she
was the originator of the initial e-mail. This official was unaware that only the initial e-mail
in a string of e-mails should be counted as a classification decision. As a result, this official
said that the majority of the derivative classification decisions that were reported to SEPS
were reported in error.
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decisions. Some component officials acknowledged that for FY 2012 they
reported an incorrect number of classified decisions because they were
unclear about the reporting requirements.

Self-Inspections
As required by EO 13526, in 2011 SEPS established a self-inspection
program to help oversee DOJ's classified national security information
program. To implement the DOJ self-inspection program, SEPS provided a
self- inspection checklist that required DOJ components to evaluate
adherence to classification principles and compliance with requirements
covering original classification, derivative classification, declassification,
safeguarding national security information, security violations, security
education and training, and management and oversight. The
self-inspections also require DOJ components to conduct annual reviews of
their relevant security directives and instructions, examine a representative
sample of their original and derivative classification decisions, and interview
producers and users of classified information. Since FY 2011, SEPS has
reported the results of the self-inspection program to NARA's Information
Security Oversight Office.
We reviewed a sample of DOJ components' self-inspection reports and
identified significant methodological errors. Some components reported that
they had performed a review of classified documents, but the review
procedure described in the report only entailed physical security reviews of
offices and facilities and did not mention any type of document review. The
OIG verified with some Security Programs Managers that they only
conducted informal reviews that did not evaluate the classification and
marking of documents. In addition, we found that some components did not
conduct annual reviews, as directed, but conducted reviews on a tri-annual
basis. Moreover, some components did not answer all of the questions
included in the self-inspection checklist, which could indicate that the
self-inspection review was incomplete.
SEPS officials were aware of the incompleteness and inaccuracies
found in the components' self-inspection's reports in FYs 2011 and 2012
when they were initially submitted, reviewed by SEPS officials, and
consolidated into DOJ's report to NARA's Information Security Oversight
Office. However, SEPS did not follow up with DOJ components at the time to
ensure that these reports contained the most reliable information. According
to SEPS officials, this was due to its resource constraints and that only one
specialist oversees the self-inspections reporting process and that the
responsibility is a collateral duty.
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In March 2013, SEPS implemented monthly focus meetings for
Security Programs Managers to assist in implementing classification policies
and procedures, including the self-inspection requirement. SEPS officials
believe that these meetings will improve the management of security
matters in DOJ, including the accuracy and reliability of the self-inspection
reports. We recommend that, in addition, SEPS should evaluate its
oversight of the self-inspections process to ensure that DOJ improves the
reliability of information in its reports to NARA's Information Security
Oversight Office.

Oversight of Compromised Classified Information
As required by NARA's Information Security Oversight Office's
Classified National Security Information directive, SEPS established
procedures to conduct inquiries into any reported loss, possible compromise,
or unauthorized disclosure of classified information. The DOJ SPOM requires
that DOJ components must report all of these incidents to SEPS through the
component-level Security Programs Manager. Despite this requirement, we
identified a significant incident at the FBI that was not reported to SEPS.
According to FBI officials, in 2010 the FBI incorrectly entered Top
Secret information from an Intelligence Community agency into a
Secret-level FBI database used to track terrorist threats. The incident was
identified when an FBI employee was informed by the Intelligence
Community agency that certain information, when combined, was classified
at the Top Secret level. As part of this review, in March 2013 the OIG
learned of the incident followed up with the FBI to determine whether the
classified information had been removed from the Secret database and
whether the classified information might also have been inappropriately
included in other FBI systems. FBI officials told us that they were not
certain whether the information was included in other FBI systems.
Ultimately, it was not until July 2013, approximately 3 years after the
incident and after multiple inquiries by the OIG, that the FBI completed the
removal of the information from other FBI systems.
Notably, we found that the FBI did not inform SEPS of the
compromise. In August 2013, after the OIG inquired about why the FBI had
not met its responsibility to notify SEPS of the incident, the FBI officials
informed us that they would notify SEPS that month. According to the FBI,
the FBI's inability to meet this specific requirement was the result of limited
resources responsible for reporting incidents to SEPS, as well as the lack of
an enhanced, automated, and standardized reporting system at the time of
the incident. We believe that this discrepancy was also, in part, the result of
the FBI's Security Programs Manager not following specific requirements, as
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defined by SEPS, and this underscores the need for better oversight of
classification procedures. Therefore, we recommend that SEPS review DOJ
components' procedures for reporting compromises of classified information
and reinforce to Security Programs Managers the importance of reporting
compromises of classified information to SEPS. SEPS officials stated that in
early 2014, SEPS will provide Security Programs Managers with more robust
training in this area.

DOJ Implementation of Regulatory Requirements
As part of the oversight of DOJ's classification management program,
SEPS is responsible for ensuring that policies and procedures comply with all
regulations and federal requirements. Although DOJ established
classification policies and procedures to ensure that information is classified
and disseminated appropriately, we found some instances where DOJ did not
adequately address the following requirements of EO 13526.
•

The DOJ SPOM does not explicitly include a statement that all
individuals are free from retribution for challenging the
classification of information.

•

The DOJ SPOM does not discuss the process of transferring
ownership of classified information with a transfer of functions.
Such a discussion would be relevant, for example, when DOJ closes
an office that handles classified information, as it did in 2012 when
it closed the National Drug Intelligence Center and transferred all
classified information belonging to that office to another agency.

•

Not all DOJ components incorporated classification management
into performance plans and evaluations for OCA officials, derivative
classifiers, and security programs officials.

•

DOJ did not publish the updated Mandatory Declassification Review
processes in the Federal Register.

In addition, we found that the DOJ SPOM was not updated in a timely
manner to correspond with certain ongoing DOJ classification practices.
Specifically, although SEPS drafted procedures relative to controls over a
particular classified program, it had not finalized those procedures and
added them to the DOJ SPOM.
In response to the weaknesses identified above, SEPS officials stated
that Security Programs Managers were instructed through memorandum, as
well as during the self-inspection process, to incorporate classification
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management in performance plans for OCA officials, derivative classifiers,
and security programs officials. In addition, SEPS officials stated that the
process of transferring ownership of classified information with a transfer of
functions is the responsibility of DOJ components' Records Management
Divisions. Moreover, SEPS officials do not believe that this process is
significant to DOJ's security programs or the overall classification
management program. Nevertheless, EO 13526 and its implementing
directive explicitly discuss the process for transferring information for
agencies that cease to exist. Therefore, we believe that the SPOM should
include this subject area and inform DOJ employees that, within DOJ, the
procedures components are required to follow when transferring ownership
of classified information are a records management function and direct the
reader to additional reference material.
According to SEPS officials, it has limited resources dedicated to
classification management. Therefore, we believe that certain tasks, such as
timely updates and reviews of enacted policies and procedures, are not
always highly prioritized by SEPS. Although these specific discrepancies may
not directly attribute to the misclassification of information, we believe that
it is important that SEPS ensure that DOJ is in compliance with all regulatory
requirements.

Recommendations
We recommend that SEPS:
11.

Establish a policy for DOJ components to alert SEPS to
participation in SAPs that are overseen by the Intelligence
Community.

12.

Evaluate its oversight of the self-inspections process to ensure
that DOJ improves the reliability of information in its reports to
NARA's Information Security Oversight Office.

13.

Review DOJ component's procedures for reporting compromises
of classified information and reinforce to Security Programs
Managers the importance of reporting compromises of classified
information to SEPS.

14.

Incorporate in the SPOM a reference to the procedures DOJ
components are required to follow when transferring ownership
of classified information.
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STATEMENT ON INTERNAL CONTROLS
As required by Government Auditing Standards, we tested, as
appropriate, internal controls significant within the context of our audit
objectives. A deficiency in an internal control exists when the design or
operation of a control does not allow management or employees, in the
normal course of performing their assigned functions, to timely prevent or
detect: (1) impairments to the effectiveness and efficiency of operations,
(2) misstatements in financial or performance information, or (3) violations
of laws and regulations. Our evaluation of internal controls for the Justice
Management Division, FBI, DEA, National Security Division, Criminal
Division, and USMS was not made for the purpose of providing assurance on
the agencies' internal control structures as a whole. The management of
these DOJ components is responsible for the establishment and maintenance
of internal controls.
Through our audit testing, we identified internal controls deficiencies
within SEPS's oversight of DOJ's classification management program. Based
upon the audit work performed we believe that SEPS lacks the controls
necessary to effectively oversee DOJ components' compliance with certain
classification reporting requirements and their implementation of security
classification procedures. These matters are discussed in detail in the
Findings and Recommendations sections of our report.
Because we are not expressing an opinion on internal control
structures as a whole for the Justice Management Division, FBI, DEA,
National Security Division, Criminal Division, and USMS, this statement is
intended solely for the information and use of DOJ components involved in
this review. This restriction is not intended to limit the distribution of this
report, which is a matter of public record.
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STATEMENT ON COMPLIANCE
WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS
As required by the Government Auditing Standards, we tested, as
appropriate given our audit scope and objectives, records, procedures, and
practices, to obtain reasonable assurance that management for the Justice
Management Division, FBI, DEA, Criminal Division, and National Security
Division complied with federal laws and regulations, for which
noncompliance, in our judgment, could have a material effect on the results
of our audit. The management for these entities is responsible for ensuring
compliance with applicable federal laws and regulations. In planning our
audit, we identified the following laws and regulations that were significant
within the context of the audit objectives:

•

Public Law 111-258 (2010), The Reducing Over-Classification Act

•

Executive Order 13526, Classified National Security Information,
December 29, 2009

•

32 CFR Part 2001 and 2003 Part V Classified National Security
Information; Final Rule (2010)

Our audit included examining, on a test basis, the auditees'
compliance with the aforementioned laws and regulations that could have a
material effect on these DOJ components' operations. We accomplished this
task by reviewing classification policies, procedures, and practices;
identifying and analyzing documentation related to classification
management, including training programs and self-inspection reports;
interviewing personnel who oversee classification programs and who are
responsible for classifying information; and testing classified documents to
ensure they comply with all classification requirements. We did not identify
any issues that caused us to believe that the FBI, DEA, Criminal Division,
and National Security Division were not in compliance with the
aforementioned laws and regulations.
In general, the Justice Management Division was in compliance with
these applicable laws and regulations. However, we found that the Justice
Management Division did not fully implement certain requirements. DOJ did
not comply with the EO 13526 requirement to include in its implementing
policy - the Security Program Operating Manual (SPOM) - a statement that
all individuals are free from retribution for challenging a document. In
addition, EO 13526 directed agencies to include Mandatory Declassification
Review processes in the Federal Register, which DOJ had not fulfilled at the
time of the OIG's review because it did not publish the most up-to- date
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Mandatory Declassification processes. Finally, the DOJ SPOM does not
discuss the process of transferring ownership of classified information with a
transfer of functions, as required by EO 13526. These issues are identified
in the Findings and Recommendations sections of our report.
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APPENDIX I
AUDIT OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
Audit Objectives
As mandated by Congress, the DOJ OIG conducted an audit to
evaluate policies and procedures implemented by DOJ for its classification
management program. Specifically, P.L. 111-2S8 (2010), the Reducing
Over-Classification Act required that:
The Inspector General of each department or agency of the
United States, with an officer or employee who is authorized to
make original classifications, shall carry out no less than two
evaluations of that department or agency or a component of the
department or agency to: (1) assess whether applicable
classification policies, procedures, rules, and regulations have
been adopted, followed, and are effectively administered within
such department, agency, or component; and (2) identify
policies, procedures, rules, regulations, or management practices
that may be contributing to persistent misclassification of
material within such department, agency, or component.

Scope and Methodology
We conducted this congressionally mandated review in accordance
with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained
provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives.
The Reducing Over-Classification Act directed that the Inspectors
General consult with NARA's Information Security Oversight Office and each
other throughout the evaluations and coordinate amongst themselves to
ensure that the evaluations follow a consistent methodology for report
comparison. Pursuant to this mandate, the ODNI Office of Inspector General
along with the Department of Defense Inspector General coordinated and
facilitated a working group to develop a standard evaluation guide that we
used as a basis for our evaluation.
To accomplish our objectives, we conducted over 100 interviews with
officials from the Justice Management Division, National Security Division,
Criminal Division, FBI, DEA, and USMS located in and near
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Washington, D.C., as well as at the FBI's Chicago and Washington field
offices and the DEA's Chicago Division.
Our testing included selecting and reviewing a judgmental sample of
141 original and derivative classification decisions made by the National
Security Division, Criminal Division, FBI, and DEA. We chose these DOJ
components because their classification decisions comprised a substantial
percentage of all classification decisions made by DOJ components with an
OCA official in FY 2012. Our sample selection methodologies were designed
to give us a broad exposure of different classification decisions.
Furthermore, the selection methodologies were not designed with the intent
of projecting our results to the populations from which the samples were
selected.
In addition, although the OIG has an OCA official and reported
derivative classification decisions during our audit period, we excluded the
OIG from our review to avoid a conflict of interest. The exclusion of the OIG
from our audit work did not affect the results of our audit because the OIG
did not meet the classification decision threshold we established for selecting
DOJ components to review.
Classified Document Universe
The following table identifies the different types of classified
documents that the OIG reviewed. As shown, our review provided a broad
exposure to the different types of classification decisions made by DOJ
component officials.

Classified Documents Reviewed
Document Type

NatlonaJ
Security
Division
0

FBI

Crlmlnal
Division

E-mail
1
6
4
Court Document
0
15
Memorandum
7
21
4
Conoressional Report
3
1
0
FISA Aoolication
4
0
0
Other Report
0
1
0
Intelligence Information Reoort
8
0
1
Investiqative Leads
0
0
0
FBI Electronic Communication
37
0
0
31
Total Documents
56
26
Source: OIG Analysis of DOJ Components' Classified Documents
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DEA

Total

0
0
0
0
0
0

19
32
4
4

11

7

1

20
17

17
0

37

28

141

National Security Division - To identify a sample of classified
documents, we requested from the National Security Division Security
Programs Manager a breakdown of both originally and derivatively classified
decisions by all National Security Division offices in FY 2012 to determine
which National Security Division offices made the most classification
decisions. The Security Programs Manager informed the OIG that the
National Security Division's Counterterrorism Section, Counterespionage
Section, and Office of Intelligence made the majority of the derivative and
original classification decisions during FY 2012.
We requested that officials from the aforementioned offices provide
the OIG with a list of classified decisions made during the last quarter of
FY 2012. From these lists, we selected a judgmental sample of 11 originally
classified decisions and 20 derivatively classified decisions that included
Secret and Top Secret reports, FISA-related documents, and memoranda.
We also interviewed National Security Division officials who were the
classifiers or the managers of employees who classified the sample
documents to identify reasons for classification or marking errors.
Criminal Division - To identify a sample of classified documents, we
requested from the Criminal Division Security Programs Manager a
breakdown of both originally and derivatively classified decisions by all
Criminal Division offices in FY 2012. From the information provided, we
identified that the Drug Intelligence Unit and the Human Rights and Special
Protections Section made the majority of Criminal Division's original and
derivative classification decisions during FY 2012.
We requested that officials from the Drug Intelligence Unit and the
Human Rights and Special Protections Section provide the OIG with a list of
classified decisions made during the last quarter of FY 2012. From these
lists, we selected a judgmental sample of 10 originally classified documents
and 16 derivatively classified documents that included Secret and Top Secret
reports, court documents, e-mails, and memoranda. We also interviewed
Criminal Division officials from the aforementioned offices who were the
classifiers or the managers of employees who classified the sample
documents to identify reasons for classification or marking errors.
Federal Bureau of Investigation - The FBI reported its derivatively
classified decisions for FY 2012 were based on a statistical projection. The
FBI's statistical projection was developed from a random sample method
implemented to determine a reasonable estimate for the total number of
derivative classifications that were made over the 1-year period. Because
the universe was an estimated projection, there was no list of actual
classified decisions from which to select a judgmental sample of documents.
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To overcome the limitation of not having a universe to choose from,
the OIG requested a list of operational areas that create the most classified
decisions. The FBI informed the OIG that the Counterterrorism Division,
Counterintelligence Division, Cyber Division, and the Weapons of Mass
Destruction Division create the most classified decisions.
The OIG requested a list of all cases that were open in the four FBI
operational areas during the last quarter of FY 2012 in Chicago, Illinois;
Washington, D.C.; and FBI headquarters. The FBI provided a listing of cases
that were opened during the last quarter of FY 2012 in the selected
operational areas and locations. From this listing of cases opened during
FY 2012, the OIG judgmentally selected a sample of cases for review.
Although the number of cases that were opened during the period was
significantly lower than the number of cases that were open during the
period, the OIG determined that the number of cases opened during the
period was of sufficient number from each division and location to provide a
broad range of documents for review.
From the listing of cases selected for review, the OIG then requested a
listing of the classified documents associated with each selected sample
case. From the listing of documents, the OIG judgmentally selected
classified documents to review.
The OIG requested an additional list of all Intelligence Information
Reports prepared by the FBI's Directorate of Intelligence in the last quarter
of FY 2012. From this list, the OIG judgmentally selected a sample of
classified Intelligence Information Reports created by FBI officials in
headquarters and field offices to review.
The OIG also requested a listing of all reports containing
FBI-generated classified information that were issued to Congress during the
last quarter of FY 2012. From this list, the OIG judgmentally selected a
sample of Congressional reports to review.
Finally, the OIG reviewed FBI documents that had been referenced as
source documents during reviews of other components. In total, the OIG
reviewed 56 derivatively classified documents and interviewed over
25 individuals from these operational areas and offices. The classified
documents we reviewed included reports, case file documents, Intelligence
Information Reports, e-mails, and memoranda. These documents included
Top Secret, Secret, and Confidential classified documents.
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Drug Enforcement Administration - To identify a sample of classified
documents, we requested from the DEA Office of Security Programs a
universe of both originally and derivatively classified decisions by all DEA
offices. From the universe provided, we identified that the Office of National
Security Intelligence, the Special Operations Division, and the Office of
Special Intelligence made the majority of DEA's original and derivative
classification decisions during FY 2012.
We requested that officials from the aforementioned DEA offices
provide the OIG with a list of classified decisions made during the last
quarter of FY 2012. From these lists, we selected a judgmental sample of
4 originally classified documents that included Secret investigative leads and
24 derivatively classified documents that included Confidential and Secret
intelligence information reports and other standard reports. We also
interviewed DEA officials from these sections who were the classifiers or the
managers of employees who classified the sample documents to identify
reasons for classification or marking errors.
Testing Process
To evaluate original classified decisions we reviewed each decision to
ensure it met the criteria as mandated by EO 13526, 32 CFR Part 2001 and
2003, the Information Security Oversight Office's Marking Classified National
Security Information booklet, and for DOJ entities that were part of the
Intelligence Community, the CAPCO Manual.
Testing of Classification Decisions
Original classification decisions are used only for previously
unclassified information and should not be based on a prior classified
decision as found in a source document or relevant security classified guide.
When making derivative classification decisions, derivative classifiers must
observe and respect the original classification decision and carry forward to
any newly created document the pertinent classification markings from the
source document(s) or the security classification guide. The derivative
classification decisions must also include a classification block, a
classification banner that reflects the highest classification level of the
information contained in the document and appropriate dissemination
controls found in the document, and each portion of the document shall be
marked with the classification level and any dissemination controls from
either source document(s) or a security classification guide.
We reviewed a sample of DOJ original classification decisions to
determine if these decisions were the first instance of classification and if the
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classification reason provided was consistent with the EO 13526
requirements. As identified in the Findings and Recommendations sections
of this report, we found discrepancies with the original classification
decisions we reviewed.
In addition, we conducted a review of the classified information in the
originally classified documents to assess whether it appeared to meet the
level of classification assigned to it and if the reason assigned to it was
accurate. Moreover, we reviewed the classified information in the derivative
classification decisions to assess whether the classification level
corresponded to the source documents and appeared to meet the level of
classification assigned. In instances we identified as potential
misclassification, we discussed our concerns with the classifier. In most of
these instances the classification of information appeared to be justified, but
as explained in the Findings and Recommendation sections of the report we
identified a small number of documents that contained over-classified
information.
Exhibit I-3 provides an overview of the classification marking
requirements that the OIG evaluated for DOJ's original and derivative
classification decisions. We reviewed DOJ classified documents to ensure
that these markings were present and included all of this information and if
the markings were appropriate for the information contained in the
documents. For our evaluation of derivatively classified decisions, we
ensured that the derivatively classified documents included the accurate and
complete markings, as identified above. In addition, we reviewed these
decisions to determine if dissemination and control markings were
appropriately carried over from the source document(s) or security
classification guide. As explained in the Findings and Recommendations
sections, we found marking errors that we brought to the attention of DOJ
officials.
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APPENDIX Ill
JUSTICE MANAGEMENT DIVISION'S
RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT REPORT

MEMOttANI>liM roa llA YMONO 1. BEAUD{IT

A$SISTANT~OENERAL FQll AUPrt

.

OFFICE OFntE lNSPE<.'TOll G~

Abditofthe ~ of1witice'$ ~Of·
National Security Jnfonnatioo Classificatka ~·
ThistcspondatiJ your~C}12Dl3 ~· ml~ tlie.~·..»Otlkial~
~dllf~~ The!e#!ilMty~tlad~n:p~~'lrilbe

pnMcW uader-sqiarme caver~- ~ Sec:umy OOkd. I~ tbis oppoctllQi,t y
'°~~qL'l

a.·dn.rq:ion.

.

'

Whiletlw~.,.,didnocfiad~ot~~~t~With.·

the oo!d kl-~ ilie~~s classlfic8tioa 1Mililger11e$ ~ -~~

COS1$iateQcy in~ otiUstice(DOJ)~· -=riom. Below Ill\!~~
·~

proposecf corrective actio9t to die~

1. bplafa- .oo.r--~tllc· ........ ofndod............ ot~.
Cla11Hlc..,_~(()CA) . . . . . a....... DOI~•- ·........_
................ OC4 . .llb .
.
~ TheSecurit)' ar)!f ~ Plamln&SUdt lSHPS) Mll•ccmtinue.to ·WOik witb·
ibdividualcompoiiom toeosur:athat lbeirOCA~ mte ·~ ~'°
lheOOJ ~ Pnlpra. ~. M...t(SPOM). Secdotl4.;102(t)oftbe SPQM
siates thlt ~Of OCA shalt be limned to the miriirnum rcquUed to •biflist«
.Eltecurive Onfer 13526. Cbtsaified NaUoml ~ 1n10rmatia ln Mdirion,
Sc:cUoa 4..102 00 $tales d:.l ~s sbait limit i:equceu for OCA to d:IDSe positions
that have a demonstrohle and CODI~ oood tocx=se this authorit)'.

To address this rcq~ tite Depiu1ment·Security Offkw will notify all OOJ Sauity
~ ~ ('.SPM.s) widlddCfildr.'d OCM of the~ ot reducinglhe.
nunibC!r of OCA:i, aad instruct SPMa 10 ~ne their 0CA deleptioaa. for posmbtei
rcduc&m by0ciober4; 20Jl.
.
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Memorandum for RaymondJ. &au®t
Subject: Audd of the DeperUnent ofJt$ce's Impl~ of
Nalional Security lnfonnatioa ClassifiQtion Requitanenb

2.

Reriew all DOJ HCaUity ct.usi&adcnt plclet ndll'01'1r. wtdt·Seearky ·~
Maups ud OCA oJfidah ta Wadf ud nd8ft n4u4anda to euan tW
.......... aredetr,~ ....... adpae'Ne~dal1i&m wldl
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . amarate . . . . . . . clecili•.
~. 00J ~feted hs first F•mdar:riattat Clmbion Guidance 1b:vitW in
July20l2. ~ &ecuti~Orqer 13526.. .fubdamental· class~on guidance reviews will

&e .~ · oo.apaiQdic basi$~" blit~'-~illl 1-~evety.

e-.-....

five
· · · SEPSk"'*_....
". · ~
. )'eat'$,.
. .,......,......,.. -....l;.t-·
~"""Nit Wit;b,~Natioaal
.
.
. _...., DiVlSIOft
V"~·"'J .....
- .a the

UD(kd~ .MarsWi~(USMS)IQ~.--DQJ~. ~

<.!.....;....;.... . t.ssi4=......:L- I"... .:~ it__._... ~ mvised ...a-.-.. . .. ·. d;e.
.lnfurmation
. . -.-..n.;C
. ~v~ ~i1n1.L. . to~~·Ymeel .

~ and ·llet!Cb. ofthose~ to include~cleat! ~

~· infonnarion:.

tn ~ SEPS willesllblish a Security Ctmifitatioa Ooide Working Omup which'
wiJi indUde.membel's from each compoaeat with ddetafecl OCA. This wonqgroup
will be establislw;d priot to NCJvember IS.. lOU~ The Mlliing group.will mriew tll 001
security cJimifiCatitaD guides to emure·1ha *'1rity claai~issUes .~ in·dm
~· .are. lbrtbdr idcolifie4 and resolved morder to pmvidededVmwe classifiers
through®t the Department with sufficient inf~ k> make~ clusifteatfon
decisiom. Updaled fbd te\liaed ~:~tesUltmg, fi'Oindici dlbtts·OftbtSecuritJ~ Working(lroop will bic di~ to~SBMtand

<>CA oflicilJsby Mm:h 2'. 2014~

·

!. Werk MdaDOJ ~Security~ Maupn to eagre._.OCA
oftlciU udenti1114hht dHfetetMe M&w.a·erigiiaal·aadderiVadVe ~
cledllotla.aad pnpaty mark cJusiflecl ~ua aecerdtllJtD tt.e ,....,..
~. er11ae-....-deciaiou.

AgMe. SEPS will conWu: to \\Uk wiih compoqent SP'ttfsto Cbs1ue tbM OCA otficialS
U1lderstand propel'cllS1i6cationmarking ~and wili fUrther . . the OCAs·
regarding the di~ between original atd derivative. classifkation decisions. In
~ wilh the $PM and Execlltive. <>rd« 13Sl~ ()CA oftkials ate~ to
receive amwal traiDias oa their OCA resp0nst'bilities. ia addiliott to reteivina annual
ctasaified Natioml Security lntOnuatio1.l (NSi) refrcaber ttaUring. which includes
~. matkina requiremems. The OCA and NSJ rehsher bainfn& lft cun'CIJ1ly
avail.able on variom DOI lmning p1adbrms via computer based tnlining,. The ditfemv:e
between origi.oal and derivative classi(teation is also ddailed ill~· "'DOJ Guide for
Origiaal Classification Authorities." The SPMs have been instntcted to provide Ibis
&uide to their OCA&
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McmoJandum for Raymond J. Beaudet
Subject: Audit of the Department of Justice's hnplemcptation of
National S«urity Information CltisiJkation Requimncms

S£PS will ensure·tMt component OCAs luwe eitbet completed die abbve tnsming .~
ot otherwise received training that~ the mininnun mndards Executive Ordet'
13526. Component SPMs with outstandlrig ttai.ning reqUitements as ()f
September 30r 201 3, will be notified vial email that.they have uotil December 3 l , 2013 to
eatst.tte that their OCAs have.recei~ed:tbe appropriate training and tbat their OCAs
uudm1a1Mi the diffenmce bdween oriainal and~~ decisions. An
tcbqwledgement .staaemeat will also be tequired by die OCAs stating tbat I.bey
undetstaod original 81)1) derivative dmification decisiom at)d how to~ Jbadt.
classified information~ te the requiremems of dio clusllkltiondecisions.

or

4..- Kasun . . ODNl'1~niaiillit..-aJp""'1*l>Ol~w
oaceitillt1aMl ... -8•.._wial dle~$ecarit7 Ptep. . M••P..a4
odimll...-..,dt>&Ac.tWMusinta.ORCONatlittOI ....... ~--- ·
IUt»CA'l•of dbsaiainllellefttrel ........ kapp~
VfrtbinDOJ. only the Fedual Bureau of'ln~'s (FBI) Natkmal .Security
Branch·aOd the Drua F.nfoicement AaeDcY (OEA) Oftke or'Nalional·Security
~a(e rncmbcrs of the tntdliience Coaum.mily (1C); aadlft 1'qUite4 ti) abide
by ODNt guidelines and diJec&ivcs.. in additkm. ._ tboSe prOmulgak:d by the 00.f. These
secrl• ofthe FBI and DEA. as membemoftbe l~ me dlrreNly-required by tbe OONl
to report Ob the use of OR.CON• pert of the amH.S ~~·outlined in
lnt(:tligence CommOnit)' ~ (ICD) 710'; Qas.aitlc:ation and~ Msirkinp
~ ic.
•
·
uaderstandin
is.<:ummtl.
. ..i-...i - :......
..... --...
........tfiat···m
..,.,.,_,,,_
ulSOUI'
.
.·
g that the
.. ODNI
.
. y.,..,,.,~.,
__....
. .~
addR:s$thepropetllSC,,~~~ COr~i~aod
~. useoft!W OROON ·~ . AsJC ~this will be:an ODNl direc1ed
~ niaiag~ fort.he FBI NatiOoal SC<urity Brandl and the DEA
Qftice ofN~ karlty lntdligeqee.

Afpee.

By Qcrober ~ 2013, SEPS will contact ODNI for an estimated training completk;n date.
Once~ SEPs Will~ whhin 3() daysofits ~·~ ODNI training,
and will eitherchoo.at to ~the tJ.ainbJg Qr~ wi1h me, ODNl to develop
within 90 daJS·• sim.tlar vedion of1- uafuing that ii app:Q'flriate to OOJ's pnci'll
audietlce.
the OBA.

mctuctma

!.. Euure dtat an DOJ compooeell .... aware of u4 ........... - - .. apply
e.......dotl
u4 aarttaPt la pardculu',.security dwl&atiOa pidel,
tlleCeotrelW Aftft.t ....... Coonliutiea 0-.(CAPCO) muual. ...
nqaind FISA...pedftc dlrr•liladM coatrelst a appnpriatc.

,...."*'

~ SEPS will convene a security education working~ consistin& ofcomponent
SPMs, no later than November t S. 2013 to evaluate training requiranetrts. standards.. and
delivery methods. Training requirements and standards resulting: from the efforts of this.

WOfking group will be disseminatt:4 by March 28, 2014 to ensure OOJ components. are
aware of. and undmtand bow to apply classificariotl ~ and markings.
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Memorandum for Raymond J. Beaudet
Subject: Audit of the .Department of Justke's Implementation of
National Security JJ\.forrnation:Clasatfication RcquiremenU

9.. DdenlliH w1aatdaai&ed mfrutnldan eatwa..-u an needed torDOJ
eempoa•ts.. bl partfnJar ttu. Do.I eompoa.n widl·&W oaicet IWw.,.widt
~Com•uff)' (IC)......, to~

ty,.otdaaiftedhttonudeli.

---nappropriate

AQ:rt.ie. SEPS will~ to~ bestpncUccs ~classified document
infurmaaionshtrlng~ Additiottally, if and when \ho IC do-vel()f)$~
deaia,ned so ~~&cl iD.fonualion sharin& SEPS will coawy toaU 001
.
~ lbroush the SPMs; 1lle·~. providedbj· the ie~· SBPSwill also werk
~the 0,01 OClC> &O •.tt.umie ~needed for~ ~tied fllftd~ure
~.ofc~~via•comprebc:t:lSM:cl&uifted ~· ~.
S~ in ~aatioa wjtli· .-·OCl()P WiJl ·~ 8, feasibftity study b)' JUl:v.I 30. 2014.
~ whatclassified~nneeded tOt DID ~ompooc1n1~ .

ti. Wedcwltioo.J c:&....-atlto...._.~fndahl&pnpwto__..
dad·~ are awareof poldet, ·~ aacl
for
~-. . . Mari\'tillformadeL

At...__..

Aa*· Thia is.~ ~· Within the Departmeot. As ~ned in
~ S+SEPS wall eotJveM a security cdtJCStion wortmg &i'Ou1> oo a.r 1baO
NOVcm,bet ts. 2013 to evaioatc t.rainin& n:quiP:snenls. ~. arMJ de)ivcty ~

n. ir..itUlalaa po11y fer 001 ~.,._..,._ Qte .......... c.,..ulty ca alert SJPS

. to•a_.._..,.._..,.s.v.....

J>OI;,

Ape, SEPS it ia 1iteproce$Sofn:viewing.an1he"9is1.,gebapter U of the SPOM

eatjtfed '"Special Atcess ~,. Once this NView and revision iS compJete. theDepmtment Security Officer will natii1 Departtnet# components ol the ~q
~ J*iiiDing Speeial ~~. SEPS plans«> have tho pc>licy

'°'

'· · and~nnofi«-..:
· ~...I
'ortoMiudl
teVlSIQll
--.......-.,. ...... ..
4-0Q~~pn
. ·. . . ~~
0

20
.• 14~

.

12. ~111.m-... eldae~ ~to . . . . . . . J)()J pnwktet.
nlaMe~miahport'.ahtNARA.'1la,....._SffaritJ~ ·

()fllft. .

~. SEPS provided selt-inspcction·tt8inina to the SPMs and component
rcpesentativcs in May 20ll. The training included'° overview.of me $df~inspection
requitements and 11 lhOrough revj.fw oJ the self,.jnspection cbeddiS*. Self~inspection
tcSU1ts attd checklists from 2012 were provided to the SPMs in onScr to assist with the
2011 dasa call. SEPS C<Mlveyed its expeciatiOns for the components to cowdinate with
offices WOJ'ld..wide to obtairt accurate data ad to al90 develop internal self-inspection
prognqns to be conducted semi~y. at a. minimum.
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Memorandum for Raymcnd l. Beaudet

Page6

Subject Auditoftbe Department of Justice's IDiplememMion of

National Security Information Classitication Requirements
SEPS continua to worlt closely with c:ompoueot representatives throughout the ISOO
self..impeetioG data can procas to ensure: accurate informaPan is submitted. This is
accomplished by <lefailed·tdepbone calls,~ and meetings.with ~W!S
adclrCs$iog tbt ~ktist ~ If the coli\pOIJellt believes tht !elf..\nspcctioll
prograD). does not ~y, SBP8 coordinates ·~ the appn>priare officiaJs to Verify the
validity in tbefr l'CSpJllSe aocl further~ and education is provided t() the

~ifthe~oo.. app1y.. ~· ~&alto tboioughly~ and
~ tatma •~.tt.~.
in which the ·compr,meot· bandles~
. . . .
~

·

For the 2013 self~ data call, $BPS will take the aece.sary *PS to emuio an·
submiMions tre complete ind accurate IS possaole. SfiPS·will thoroughly analyze eD
~and any areas of di~ wiD be validated 'Widi the subinittina componenl ·
Additionally. component SPMs will be requift:d 10 !itate that their submis$ons to the
self~ .data·ea11 are as accurate u p<>ssible tb the best of thoit kno r

................. .

1:1 kriew DOJ ~·· flOCtdm• fer repcriDg ~of dasiW
ilfonQtia ud niatom ta Setarky PrognJu ~the importuee et

.......

~

•

Agtee.. The reponmg f)f 1JetUrity incidents is~ by SE.PS ill coordinatiOJJ, with the
DOJ's Security Opetatiou Center (JSOC). This process involves an autoroated e-mail
notification ftom JSOC'.and a SEPS representative~ a ~tied incident is
reported by the~ . Each incident is individually evaluated .fot further SEI>S

actiDra.

.

.

_,

- ...

An SPM ~..u.
for--t.v incident
· ·~· ···will be scbcdulcd· A.~fY
----. session
.
.
· .~
2014 and wiU reinforce the importance ofreporting tbe compromise of (ilmified
informaiien. Represematives of SBPS have individually met v.ith the SPM Slaff for the
FBI (most teCenlly August2l, 2013), USMS (July 9, 2013), andATF(July 18. 20l3) to
reinforce the importance o( reporting compromises of dauified informatioa Lastly,.
SEPS wiU draft a Oepartm.em-wide instruction mandating incident reporting
.
requirements to further reinforce the importance of reporting compromise$ of classiiitd
information. It is SEPS intent to have this insttuction drafted by 1wle 30t 2014. as this
will involve in depth coordination tArith COtnpoDent SPMs and the DOJ OCIO.
,
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Memorandum fur Raymood J. Beaudet
Subject Auditof the Department of Justke's Implemen1ation Qf
National Seeurity mformation Chmification Requirements

Page7

14. Iaeorperate i. tM SPOM die precedves DOJ eo•pouea• are nqulred to follow
whatndeiaing ewariJpqf dutiW iillomdOlt addle~ SIPS
mut ue to nuare aw nmpoaellfl follw dail proteceL
Ap. SEPSwill.update the SPOM ot send out a policy ~. to reflect
Janguage.~ inlZ CFk Part 2()01 bf·~ 31, 2011. Ttansfadngowne:rship
records. classified anti unclassified is Ole · . ibili · of'~ records oftieers.
44U~.C, 290& statcs th.it tbe Artbivist~ftheUnite4SW. sbtU~ulg&Je~
·. . . the
--.....of
. »w.agency
. .. ta.. that of
pcmmg
. . transt#of:.
.. ·. . r.ec:ords
.. · .. .mm the
. ...
z one
... ~
~.end 36 CFR Part t 231 provides tegulatioos that apply to J'CCOtds ofiicen
trm$fetringrecozds !Qm the custOdy 9foneex6eutfve qeacy.to auotbcr..

or

1am committed to a strong and ~·classificatioa management progmm. both in term$ of
improviDa: ooc guid9nce and in..- of having OOJ COblpOnCilb C11SUte their own dasSification
actions me beingamctly ~
l ~ the opportunity to comment on the report and convey the stepS being taken«>
implement your reeommendations. Should you have any questions or require addi.tb.ml
information,~~· JamesL. .I>uniap. ~t Security Officer, •<202)514-2094~
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APPENDIX IV
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF ACTIONS
NECESSARY TO CLOSE THE REPORT
The OIG provided a draft of this audit report to the Justice
Management Division (JMD). JMD's response is incorporated in Appendix III
of this final report. The following provides the OIG analysis of the response
and summary of actions necessary to close the report.

Recommendation Number:

1.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to explain to DOJ
components the importance of reducing the number of Original
Classification Authority (OCA) officials and have Department of Justice
(DOJ) components re-examine their number of OCA officials. JMD
stated in its response that the Security and Emergency Planning Staff
(SEPS) will continue to work with DOJ components to ensure that OCA
delegations are limited to the minimum necessary to administer
Executive Order 13526, as required by the Security Program Operating
Manual (SPOM). In addition, the Department Security Officer will
notify all DOJ Security Programs Managers (with delegated OCA
officials) of the importance of reducing the number of OCA officials and
will instruct the components to re-examine their OCA delegations for
possible reductions.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has provided instruction to DOJ components on the importance
of limiting their number of OCA officials and that DOJ components
have re-examined their OCA delegations.

2.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to review all DOJ
security classification guides and work with Security Programs
Managers and OCA officials to identify and reduce redundancies to
ensure that instructions are clear, precise, consistent, and provide
derivative classifiers with sufficient information to make accurate
classification decisions. JMD stated in its response that SEPS is
currently working with the National Security Division and the United
States Marshals Services (USMS) to ensure that the DOJ National
Security Information Security Classification Guide is updated and
revised to meet the requirements and needs of those components. In
addition, JMD stated that SEPS will establish a Security Classification
Guide Working Group to review and resolve issues in all DOJ security
classification guides.
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This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has updated the OOJ National Security Information Security
Classification Guide to include National Security Division and USMS
classification requirements. In addition, please provide evidence that
SEPS, in coordination with the Security Classification Guide Working
Group, reviewed and resolved security classification guide issues,
including redundancies and inconsistent instructions.

3.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to work with DOJ
component Security Programs Managers to ensure that OCA officials
understand the difference between original and derivative classification
decisions and properly mark classified information according to the
proper requirements of the classification decisions. In its response,
JMD stated that OCA officials are required to receive annual National
Security Information training and review the "DOJ Guide for Original
Classification Authorities," both of which include information on
classification marking requirements and the difference between
original and derivative classification decisions. In addition, JMD stated
that SEPS will ensure that DOJ OCA officials have completed the
annual training requirements. JMD further stated that SEPS will
require DOJ OCA officials to formally acknowledge that they
understand the difference between original and derivative classification
decisions and how to properly mark classified information.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that all
OCA officials have received National Security Information training and
have provided the acknowledgement that they understand the
difference between original and derivative classification decisions and
how to properly mark classified information.

4.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to ensure that
Office of the Director of National Intelligence's (ODNI) Originator
Controlled (ORCON) specific training is promulgated to DOJ
components once it is issued and to coordinate with the Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) Security Programs Manager and
officials representing all DEA entities using the ORCON control
markings to ensure that DEA's use of dissemination control markings is
appropriate. In its response, JMD stated that as members of the
Intelligence Community, the Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI)
National Security Branch and DEA's Office of National Security
Intelligence are required to report to ODNI on their use of ORCON.
JMD further stated that ODNI is developing training that will address
the proper use, application, safeguarding, dissemination process, and
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derivative use of the ORCON marking. The FBI National Security
Branch and the DEA Office of National Security Intelligence will be
required to take this training. JMD further explained that once ODNI
develops the ORCON marking training, SEPS will evaluate the training
to determine if it will implement the training or coordinate with ODNI
to develop more appropriate ORCON-specific training for DOJ's general
audience, including the DEA.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has either implemented ODNI's ORCON-specific training for DOJ
components or developed a more appropriate ORCON-specific training
for DOJ components. In addition, please provide evidence that SEPS
has coordinated with the DEA Security Programs Manager and officials
representing all DEA entities using the ORCON control markings to
ensure that DEA's use of dissemination control markings is
appropriate.

s.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to ensure that all
DOJ components are aware of and understand how to apply
classification resources and markings, in particular, security
classification guides, the Controlled Access Program Coordination
Office (CAPCO) manual, and required Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act (FISA) specific dissemination controls, as appropriate. In its
response, JMD stated that SEPS will establish a Security Education
Working Group, comprised of DOJ component Security Programs
Managers, to evaluate training requirements, standards, and delivery
methods. JMD further stated that SEPS will disseminate the revised
training requirements and standards to ensure DOJ components are
aware of and understand how to apply classification resources and
markings.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has developed and disseminated to DOJ components training
requirements and standards on how to apply classification resources
and markings, in particular, security classification guides, the CAPCO
manual, and required FISA-specific dissemination controls.

6.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to review the
DOJ Marking Classified National Security Information Guide and
incorporate comprehensive instruction for marking all types of
classified products, including e-mail correspondence and meeting
notes. In its response, JMD stated that the DOJ Marking Classified
National Security Information Guide was not developed to be all
inclusive. However, JMD stated that SEPS will expand upon the
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guidance in the DOJ Marking Classified National Security Information
Guide for marking classified e-mail correspondence and meeting notes.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has provided comprehensive instruction for marking all types of
classified products, including e-mail correspondence and meeting
notes.

7.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to reinforce to
DOJ components its requirement to include the specific item number of
the security classification guide used as the source of the derivative
classification decision and clarify that this is necessary for up to four
line items when multiple line items are used. In its response, JMD
stated that SEPS will revise the DOJ National Security Information
Security Classification Guide and inform all components of this
requirement. In addition, JMD stated that SEPS will require DOJ
components with security classification guides to provide copies of this
change and identify how this change was communicated to users of
the component-specific security classification guides.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has revised the DOJ National Security Information Security
Classification Guide to include the item number identification
requirement. In addition, please provide evidence that this
requirement was included in all DOJ security classification guides and
communicated to the users of those security classification guides.

8.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to evaluate the
possibility of using automated classification tools throughout DOJ.
JMD stated in its response that SEPS will coordinate with DOJ's Office
of the Chief Information Officer and automated classification tool
providers to evaluate the feasibility of using automated classification
tools throughout DOJ.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has conducted an evaluation on the feasibility of using
automated classification tools throughout DOJ.

9.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to determine
what classified infrastructure enhancements are needed for DOJ
components, in particular those DOJ components with field offices that
work with Intelligence Community agencies, to successfully use and
share appropriate types of classified information. In its response, JMD
stated that SEPS will research best practices regarding classified
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document information sharing methodologies. Additionally, JMD
stated that SEPS will work with DOJ's Office of the Chief Information
Officer to determine enhancements needed for a comprehensive
classified systems infrastructure to expedite the sharing of classified
information. SEPS will provide a feasibility study regarding these
enhancements.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has identified and communicated to DOJ components classified
information sharing best practices. In addition, please provide
evidence that SEPS conducted an evaluation of DOJ's classified
systems infrastructure to determine what enhancements are needed
for DOJ components to successfully use and share appropriate types of
classified information.
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10.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to work with DOJ
components to enhance classification training programs to ensure that
all personnel are aware of policies, procedures, and requirements for
classifying national security information. In its response, JMD stated
that SEPS will establish a Security Education Working Group,
comprised of Security Programs Managers from each DOJ component,
to evaluate training requirements, standards, and delivery methods.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has established the Security Education Working Group and
enhanced classification training programs to ensure that all personnel
are aware of policies, procedures, and requirements for classifying
national security information.

11.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to establish a
policy for DOJ components to alert SEPS to participation in Special
Access Programs that are overseen by the Intelligence Community. In
its response, JMD stated that SEPS will review and revise Chapter 11
of the SPOM entitled "Special Access Programs." In addition, JMD
stated that once SEPS completes the revisions, the Department
Security Officer will notify DOJ components of the reporting
requirements pertaining to Special Access Programs.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has revised the SPOM to include a policy for DOJ components to
alert SEPS to participation in Special Access Programs that are
overseen by the Intelligence Community. In addition, please provide
evidence that the Department Security Officer has notified DOJ
components of the new reporting requirements.
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12.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to evaluate its
oversight of the self-inspections process to ensure that DOJ improves
the reliability of information in its reports to NARA's Information
Security Oversight Office. In its response, JMD stated that in
May 2013, SEPS provided self-inspection training to DOJ component
representatives and Security Programs Managers. This training
included an overview of the self-inspection requirements and a
thorough review of the self-inspection checklist. In addition, JMD
stated that SEPS will take the necessary steps to help ensure the
validity and completeness of component-submitted self-inspection
data. Moreover, JMD stated that SEPS will also require component
Security Programs Managers to state that their submissions of selfinspection data are as accurate as possible.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has conducted self-inspection training with DOJ component
Security Program Managers and representatives. In addition, please
provide evidence that SEPS conducted a thorough review of the
FY 2013 self-inspection submissions and coordinated with DOJ
components to verify the validity and completeness of the information.

13.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to review DOJ
component's procedures for reporting compromises of classified
information and reinforce to Security Programs Managers the
importance of reporting compromises of classified information to SEPS.
In its response, JMD stated that during July and August 2013, SEPS
representatives met with security personnel at FBI, USMS, and the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives to reinforce the
importance of reporting compromises of classified information.
Moreover, JMD stated that during FY 2014, SEPS will conduct a
training session for all DOJ Security Programs Managers to reinforce
the importance of reporting the compromise of classified information.
In addition, JMD stated that SEPS will coordinate with Security
Programs Managers and the DOJ Office of the Chief Information Officer
to issue a Department-wide instruction mandating incident reporting
requirements.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has reviewed DOJ components' procedures for reporting
compromises of classified information and reinforced to Security
Programs Managers the importance of reporting compromises of
classified information to SEPS.
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14.

Resolved. JMD concurred with our recommendation to incorporate in
the SPOM a reference to the procedures DOJ components are required
to follow when transferring ownership of classified information. In its
response, JMD stated that SEPS will update the SPOM or send out a
policy memorandum to reflect language discussing the transferring of
ownership of records language contained in 32 C.F.R. Part 2001.
This recommendation can be closed when we receive evidence that
SEPS has either updated the SPOM or sent out a policy memorandum
discussing the procedures for DOJ components to follow when
transferring ownership of classified information.
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